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G e a r S to le n
Jackie Zygadlo
Assistant News Editor

On April 2, four Yamaha elec
tric pianos were stolen from Life
Hall Room 230, which was left
unlocked.
The pianos were valued at
$4,000 each. There were no signs
of forced entry.
After a comprehensive investi
gation, Lt. Kieran B arrett of the
University police said th at detec
tives were able to identify student

w w w .T h e M o n tcla rio n .o rg

Joseph Doviak, 22, from Bogota
and student David Gable, 19, from
Clifton. They are suspected of vio
lating laws th at prohibit conspira
cy, burglary and theft.
“The portable pianos were
taken apart and loaded into one
suspect’s SUV, which was in prox
imity to the building; they are
heavy when assembled, but when
disassembled are in lighter pieces,”
said Lt. B arrett.

Harold and Morris Find Fulfillment
and Friendship at MSU

Continued on Page 5

BOT Hears Tuition
Concerns, Four Students
Show Despite Week Notice
Kristie Cattati
Assistant News Editor

The Board of Trustees con
ducted a public hearing regarding
tuition to be charged a t Montclair
State University on Tuesday after
noon, where BGT member Douglas
Kennedy stated students are not
making tuition a top priority.
Dr. K aren Pennington, vice
president for student development
and campus life, sent out an email a week in advance to all MSU
students, inviting nearly 17,000

individuals to the hearing and
also giving students the option to
speak. Only four students were
present.
“The purpose of ‘the meeting
was to give anyone in the commu
nity a chance to speak and address
the Board of Trustées with, con
cerns and questions,” President
Susan A. Cole said.
Kennedy explained th at other
groups are protesting the budget
cuts in Trenton. “The one with the
loudest voice gets heard,' [Right
Continued on Page 5

Justina Villanueva | The Montdarion

Top to bottom: Morris Miller (left) and Harold Dinzes (right) chat before their Politics in the Middle East
class. Professor Thomas Cassilly lectures his 1 p.m. class as Miller (foreground) listens attentively.

Harold and Morris were bound
to meet at some point — they have
too much in common.
They live five minutes apart,
take political science classes
and spend their retirem ents at
Montclair State.
“I’m going to die on this cam
pus,” says a grinning M orris
Miller, 89, joking about the kind

of dedication he and his friend and
classmate Harold Dinzes, 92, have
as golden years college students.
If you think they’re kidding,
Dinzes, the more outspoken — and
sarcastic — of the two, would con
vince you otherwise.
He asked university President
Susan A. Cole if he could be buried
on campus at an alumni benefit
where he was recognized as MSU’s
oldest student.
“I still didn’t get my answer,” he
bemoans.
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Shayna Jacobs
News Editor

Shayna Jacobs | The M ontdarion

The Board of Trustees convened on Tuesday in front of four students -,
and a few staff members to discuss budgetary possibilities and tuition.
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About the sarcasm , which
escapes no single conversation
with the twice-over war veteran
whose Korean War Veteran’s hat
and various World War II pins are
distinguishing character traits,
“Don’t take me literally, goddam
mit,” he says with a smile.
Dinzes complains to Miller
about their time together before
class for coffee.
“I’m not happy for the simple
Continued on Page 4
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A Look Through the Eyes of Jessica Scannell

How One Student’s Blindness Doesn’t Prevent Her from Embracing the College Lifestyle.

Justina Villanueva
Graphics Editor

“Hi Jessica! It’s Doug,” Doug, a classmate
of Jessica Scannell, says as he waves to the
visually impaired student and her mother.
“Oh, hi Doug!” Including one’s name in
a simple exchange with Jessica Scannell
is one pf the most considerate things a per
son can do. As a visually impaired person
with acute light perception, Scannell doesn’t
always know who is speaking to her.
“Isn’t th at nice, Jess? He said his name,”
says her mother, Darlene Scannell, who
walks her to and from classes.
“Yeah! Sometimes people say *111’ to me,
and I have no idea who they are,” says the
18-year-old freshman.
In the university’s largest lecture hall
(UN 1070), three giant whiteboards con
front Scannell every Friday from 8:30 a.m.
to 11 a.m. With three decades worth of Rock
and Rap as a Cultural Phenomenon notes
covering the boards, Darlene Scannell is
not intimidated. “Jess has a notetaker th at
w rites down th at kind of stuff for her, but
Jess still has more notes than [her notetak
er]. So, I’m not worried.”
Her Contemporary European History
class is a bit more intim ate. Even though
there aren’t ‘as many notes on the board
for her to worry about, she sometimes feels
left out when the class watches films with
subtitles.
When the lecture is over, Scannell tucks
away her BrailleNote, a sort of laptop with
out a screen,, and reaches into her back
pack for her collapsible white cane. As she
converses with her mother, students move
desks to walk around her instead of asking
her to move over a step or two.
In her second semester at Montclair
State, Scannell realizes how the summer

programs she attended every year since
she was eight prepared her for social and
academic challenges. While it may be easy
for students to use the library for research,
Scannell can only access m aterials via the
Internet. Her counselors a t Youth Slam in
Baltimore coached her on how to explain
these difficulties to her professors.
However, there are still some experi
ences she wasn’t prepared for. A fire alarm
th at was triggered in Dickson Hall during
her first semester at MSU was one of the
most frightening situations for Scannell.
“I didn’t know what was happening, and
thé loud sound in my ears doesn’t help me
focus well and try and find out what’s going
on, because I can’t hear anyone above the
sound.” Darlene Scannell was surprised to
find her daughter shivering next to a large
group of students waiting to return to their
classes.
“Everyone was just walking out. So I
followed, thinking I would come back. I left
my backpack and jacket in my class.” Her
mother happily found Scannell’s professor
holding her daughter’s belongings, including
her invaluable BrailleNote, which she uses
to type all her notes and papers.
Along with the BrailleNote, Scannell can
also use conventional computers, as long as
they are equipped with the adequate soft
ware.
“Entering site double-u, double-u, doubleu dot fanzine dot com . . .” the robotic voice
permeates throughout the Scannells’ home.
It’s the voice th at makes the Scannell family
roll their eyes, except for Jessica.
The youngest person of the household
says the screen reading program, JAWS, is
her way of connecting to the world. It allows
Scannell to chat on AIM, visit websites and
do various other things th at would otherwise
be difficult for a visually impaired person.
Scannell uses AIM the way most college

Justina Villanueva | The Montclarion

Scannell uses JAWS to surf the web and chat on AIM. The CD player used to playback
audio textbooks allows her to skip chapters and go to various pages.

students do; it’s her main form of com
munication with her friends, including her
boyfriend, John Ferry, a studio composition
major at SUNY Purchase. The two met at
Camp Marcella, a summer camp for the
visually impaired, when Scannell was 13
and Ferry
was 15.
Ferry and
Scannell’s
family has
been the
b ig g e s t
influence
in her life.
“T h ey
a lw a y s
(have) and still believe me, love me and sup
port me in anything I do.”
Dorming is one of the im portant topics
the family discusses a t this time of the year.
Even though .Scannell wants to be more

involved on canipus, she and her family
realize she doesn’t have a full scope of where
buildings are placed.
With ju st getting a grasp on the col
legiate workload, Darlene Scannell feels
“it’s so overwhelming; why have more pres
sure?”
Even though there are
some
communication
struggles Scannell faces,
such as distinguishing
landm arks, exercising
sarcasm and guess
ing a person’s age, she
is “happy with the way
things are.” Her lack of
vision is what she calls
“an ability” and her inspiration to achieve
all of her goals.
She wishes to graduate from Montclair
State with a teaching certification and
become a Braille teacher.

NJ’s Com m ission for the Blind and Visually Im paired’s Do’s and Don’ts
Proper Etiquette for Interacting With a Person That Is Blind or Visually impaired

DON’T be ill at ease. I’m an ordinary
person who happens to be blind. You
don’t have to use some "politically
correct" term, like “sight-challenged," or
avoid using the word “blind.”
DON'T pity me, and don't talk about
the “wonderful compensations” of

blindness. My senses of smell, taste, touch
and hearing did not improve when I lost
my eyesight.
DON'T worry about using language like
“see” and "look," etc. I use those words all
the time myself. I'm always glad to see a
friend.

DO tell me if you havejust approached
or are leaving my presence. Almost
everyone who is blind has had the
embarrassing experience of talking to
someone who doesn’t answer because
they have walked away. I want to know
who is in the room with me. Speak when

you enter, and announce your name;
“Hi, this is Keisha."

For more information visit:
www.state.nj.us/humanservices/cbvi/
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Harold and Morris
Continued From Page 1

reason th at he steals all the beautiful girls,”
he says as Miller shrugs it off.
Having met only once before, during inperson course registration (neither use or
own a computer), they randomly selected
the same course this semester, and since
their initial friendly chats, they’re experi
encing more of the college experience than
they bargained for — they are largely each
other’s campus social life, though they each
find familiar faces almost everywhere they
go.
They get to school two to three hours
prior to their 1 p.m. class to tackle the daily
parking grind at MSU.
“Parking here is ju st terrible; there isn’t
enough,” said Miller, who circles the campus
in his Honda Accord, searching for a vacan
cy in one of the handicapped lots. Miller
says it’s the biggest challenge about campus
mobility at his age.
In the past two months, Dinzes and
Miller convened bi-weekly for coffee in the
Student Center cafeteria, where they occupy
a table surrounded by groups of fraternities,
sororities and other students who often stop
to “awww” when they notice the pair.
Though Miller is not much of a coffee
drinker, “He drinks coffee when he’s with
me,” says Dinzes, a multi-cup drinker.
Their blossoming camaraderie has devel
oped mostly through these encounters,
where they’ve conversed over topics like
their war experiences, subjects in their
Middle Eastern politics course and their
favorite classes overall at MSU.
“Now I have someone to talk to,” said
Miller, a retired architect, who feels th at
younger students have been too intim idated
to approach him.
They share and discuss their admira-

“I’m n ot h app y for th e
sim p le rea so n th a t h e
ste a ls a ll th e b ea u tifu l
g irls. ”
H aro ld D in ze s, 92

Student, World War II and Korean war veteran

tion for political science professor William
Batkay, whom they both hope to take classes
with in the summer term . Dinzes currently
sits in on Batkay’s classes, in addition to
what he’s already registered for.
“He really is the best,” says Miller of
Batkay.
Their love for learning and for college
shows through the minutiae of their campus
activities.
For instance, Dinzes says he was so
homesick for school over Spring Break in
April th at he bought a coffee off campus and
brought it to mimic his routine.
Likewise, Miller fondly recalls his most
memorable lectures and professors from
over the years.
“It’s the professor who really makes the
class,” he says.
Each semester, though, they fear their
party is in jeopardy. Miller dreads the worst
case scenario — having to repeat a course
or not having any available by the time
he is able to register, which is only after
all students enrolled in degree programs
have scoured the course catalogue to fulfill
requirements.
“I’m sure it’s somewhat of a stress for
him,” says daughter Ellen Miller.
Ellen says th at he looks forward to each
claá»’* (ía'tí» át^iip ;aJ^áj^;« 5^i&ieptÍ5 g to.

Justina Villanueva | The Montclarion

Clockwise: Student Morris Miller, 89, exits the Student Center toward the quad on his way to his 1 p.m. Politics in the Middle East class.
Harold Dinzes, 92, with a fellow student and co-worker. Miller in the Student Center cafeteria during his coffee time with Dinzes.

members of their family about the profes
sors he enjoys and the classes th at he loves.
Will Morris and Dinzes be classmates
again in the future? They both say they’re
open to new subjects and th at their only
criteria for the class is th at it’s taught by an
interesting professor.
“We’ll work it out some way,” was Dinzes’
carefree reply.

The hobbyist students add nearly two
centuries of history to Professor Thomas
Cassidy's Politics in the Middle East course;
Dinzes and M iller bring an element of

“We’re stu d y in g h istory,
som e o f w h ich th ey w ere
a p a rt of. ”
R an d y T h o m p so n

.

Classmate, senior political science major

experience to a classroom filled mostly by
students 70 years their junior.
Cassilly said th at Dinzes and Miller, both
Jewish, are often outspoken when it comes to
Israel and Middle Eastern relations but th at
they are overall a pleasure to have in class.
“They sort of make’the past come alive,
and I appreciate what they add to the class,”
says Cassilly.
“We’re studying history, some of which

Dinzes started classes about three and a
mate, senior political science major Randy
half years ago, an endeavor his wife Doreen,
Thompson.
When Cassilly told the class th at he 84, calls “a little hectic” for the couple.
would call the Iranian revolutionary leader Doreen says she doesn’t care as long as
Khomeini “charismatic,” he called on Dinzes, Harold stays happy and healthy.
“In 57 years of m arriage, he never stopped
who he describes as “very assertive.”
“I would call him a bastard,” was Dinzes’ me from doing anything I wanted to, so I
wouldn’t stop him now from doing what he
retort.
Cassilly says Miller is not shy about ask wants,” Doreen says.
Dinzes also has a part-tim e job at Barnes
ing questions and contributing to discussion
and Noble where he practices his trademark.
but th at he hears from Dinzes more often.
Miller, who Dinzes calls “the youngster” Everyone he meets gets a signature Harold
because of the three-year age gap, has been Dinzes token of appreciation: a handshake
and a wrapped Life Savers mint.
t a k i n g one to two classes per semester, for
“Everyone gets one of these,” he says. “My
nearly two decades, since 1990.
He took one semester of a painting course wife buys a big bag of them at Costco for
with his late wife, a Montclair State alum me.”
Miller and Dinzes pay about $275 each
who retired with him th at year.
When they’re walking together, they’re per semester. Their tuition is covered, but
walking apart. Though they both rely on they have to cover the operation fees the
stainless steel canes, Dinzes is always 10 to university charges to every student.
In the cafeteria Tuesday, a by-stander
20 feet behind Miller.
“Wait a minute, goddammit. I don’t know ’ watched the friends in curiosity.
“I see them together whenever I’m here,”
what the hell he’s rushing for,” said Dinzes
on Tuesday when Miller moseyed across said Henry Omovitz, senior project manager
the street to Lot 8 to retrieve his car. For in the design and construction department
the first time, the buddies were carpooling. who was surprised to learn the ages of
Miller and Dinzes.
Dinzes could not drive.
“My mother’s also 92,” he said, “but I
“I don’t know what the hell I did, but I cut
my foot,” he said as he dragged his aircast can’t see her taking classes.”
But classes and college life is what Dinzes
Miller offered him a ride home.
“Wait there; I’ll bring the car around!” and Miller live for, and they only hope to
Miller strained a request from across the quench their th irst for new knowledge.
“We always have to register three or four
street.
They don’t carpool more often because days before classes start,” Miller, a 1949
Miller goes for dinner and physical therapy graduate of P ratt Institute, says. “So every
thing is filled, and we get what’s left.”
at a nearby hospital straight from school.
Despite the disadvantage, these seniors
“I offer him a ride every goddamn day,
are in no hurry to graduate.
‘ and he always refuses,” said Dinzes.
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Tuition
Continued From Page 1

Shayna Jacobs | The Montclarion

Heather McCarty (left), alternate student representative to the board of trustees, and Daniel Peltz (left, center), outgoing student repre
sentative to the board of trustees, talk before the hearing. Both members raised concerns about possible tuition^hikes.

now] higher education does not have a strong
enough voice,” he said.
Dan Altman was one of the few students
in attendance at the meeting and was sur
prised by the low student turnout.
“Students are going to be affected direct

ly by this,” he said. “I was expecting more
people to be here.”
David Josephson, director of budget and
planning, said, “The state budget is limiting
colleges’ [options], making tuition the first
source of income and about 50 percent of the

universities’ total revenue.”
Cole said there will be a campus cam
paign and team to help students gain aware
ness and protest in Trenton that is starting
now and will be continuing to next year.
BOT members like Kennedy will also be

participating more heavily in the attem pt
to get higher education more support. “The
time has come to change the state’s atti
tude,” Cole said.
Cole also stated at the meeting th at New
Jersey is currently the only state to decrease
funding for higher education.
On average, the remaining 49 states
increased funds for higher education by 16
percent while New Jersey decreased funds
by two.
In the past, New Jersey supported higher
education students with more financial help. ,
The state was expected to pay two thirds
of funding, but th at may drop to nearly 25
percent in the future, Cole said.
The majority of university income is now
paid by students and their parents.
Kennedy explained th at a mass move
ment within the higher education system
is needed and not only from the students.
“Alumni, parents and students need to have
a voice and protest,” he said.
In 2007, there was a six percent increase
in MSU tuition, and it is expected to increase
again when the BOT determines next year’s
tuition in July.
“Revenue projections are not strong,” Cole
said.
“It doesn’t look good to get significant
funding from the state right now.”

Thefts
Continued From Page 1

The suspects refused to comment on how
long it took or the plan used to load the pia
nos.
Doviak and Gable are scheduled to appear
in Little Falls Court. Doviak was released on
$8,500 bail. The pianos were recovered and
returned to the School of Music.
Theft struck again at 2 p.m. on April 12
at Blanton Hall, on the second and fourth
floors. A police officer was dispatched when
a resident student reported a theft in their
room.
The officer noticed the suspect, later
identified as G arth A. Morris, a 24-year-old
non-resident student from Passaic, running
from the lobby to the front desk area.

A female resident who also had items
stolen from her room was in the second floor
stairwell when she shouted to the officer
th at the individual was just in her room.
“The individual fled on foot to his vehicle
in Lot 17 after an officer attem pted to stop
the individual; the officer pursued the indi
vidual in his patrol car,” said Barrett.
“The individual stopped his car at the
Student Center and fled on foot into the
building, at which time the officer again
pursued him on foot,” he added.
Morris was apprehended in a sprinkler
room on a lower level of the Student Center.
He was placed into custody and “upon
search, it was revealed he had four comput-

ers, several iPods, a gaming system and
cartridges for the gaming system in his pos
session,” said Barretta
The officer was able to match the items
to those of the five victims in the three sepa
rate rooms on the second and fourth floors of
Blanton Hall.

Morris was charged with multiple bur
glaries and thefts and eluding a police offi
cer.
“All the victims had their items returned,
and Brooks was held on bail for $75,000 in
the Passaic County Jail,” said B arrett on
Wednesday.
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Clove Crash Stops YOUR CAREER
Traffic Flow
WITH THE RETAIL LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM.

Robert Aitken
Opinion Editor

Carlisle Road was temporarily closed
Monday morning after a motor vehicle acci
dent th at occurred when a driver lost control
of the vehicle after losing consciousness.
A campus shuttle bus was struck head-on
as the impaired driver drifted into the other
lane of traffic.
The road between the Clove Road Bridge
and Webster Avenue was closed for 35 min
utes at 9:33 a.m. It reopened at 10:08 a.m.
The car involved in the accident deployed
its airbags. The driver of the car was .trans
ported to Mountainside Hospital after com
plaining of neck, shoulder and leg pain.
The shuttle driver complained of back
pain and was treated at the scene. Four
students were on the shuttle bus at the time
of the accident. None of them complained of
any injuries.
“The first goal is to assist victims injured
and-contain the scene, as this is a police
.fijiirj.DS'ig o ) vruyd on o

investigation,” said Lt. Kieran B arrett of the
university police.
“Due to the condition of the vehicles, it
was necessary to close the area, as other
vehicles could not pass.”
When university police arrived, both
vehicles were releasing smoke and leaking
fluids. MSU EMS and the Little Falls Fire
Department and EMS were on the scene to
assess the situation.
RAVE text messages and e-mail alerts
were sent to students to inform them of the
road closure. At 9:40 a.m., seven minutes
after the road closure, e-mails were sent to
every MSU web mail address.
Three m inutes later, RAVE wireless
text messages were sent out. Both forms
of notification were sent when the road was
reopened.
“The messages were sent because there
was a road closure,” said Vice President
of Student Development and Campus Life
Karen Pennington. “This is not a new pro
cedure. It has been part of the same protocol
for well over a year now.”
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On W ednesday, the Student Governm ent Association
welcomed Clifton resident and MSU alum Ed Pasino, who is
a citizen leader in the city’s opposition against the realign
m ent of Q uinn Road to create the th ird m ajor exit from
MSU’s overcrowded cam pus. MSU recently finished a se
ries of presentations to the Clifton Planning Board, which
is un anim ously opposed to the project for reasons relating
to safety and congestion. MSU m aintains th at it is the best
option for traffic relief on cam pus and th at it is necessary to
accom m odate the population of the institution.

“[Ed Pasino] has genuine concerns for our
campus. He is a part of our
community.”
—Ron Chicken, SGA President

“I have studied this project for over three
years and am convinced that for safety
and other reasons, it is the worst
solution to traffic problems at MSU. “
—Ed Pasino, Clifton resident
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THE MONTCLARION IS SEEKING STUDENTS WHO HAVE A PASSION FOR
REPORTING AND WRITING. (PERFECT FOR THOSE WHO LOVE TO GOSSIP!)
SINCERELY,
SHAYNA JACOBS | NEWS EDITOR
MSUNEWS@GMAIL.COM
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SGA Charters
S tu d e n t S u ffe rs
Extremist Faith Group Id e n tity M ix-up
Jake Del Mauro
Staff Writer

The SGA approved a charter for Change
Collegian Network, an “evangelical out
reach” group, as advertised on their website,
at last Wednesday’s SGA meeting.
The group was chartered w ith little
debate or discussion. Michelle Tomaszewski,
President Pro Tempore of the SGA, was
quoted as saying: “The meeting started an
hour late, and it was a long day. I know that
is a bad excuse, but everybody ju st wanted to
get out of there.”
The website for the MSU chapter of CCN,
changemsu.blogspot.com, features, among
other things, a death ticker which displays
how many people die each second a person is
on the site.
Also, there is a link th at features a quiz;
the result claims to show you whether you
will go to heaven or hell.
Change Collegian is a group that, accord
ing to their website, “reaches the lost on
college campuses by equipping Christians
to spread and effectively defend the biblical
gospel, and rooting and grounding students
in the Word of God.”
Douglas McIntyre, Executive Secretary
of the SGA, said, “The legislature did not
ask any questions of the group and passed
them with no debate. If anyone on the legis
lature knew about the website, they did not
make it clear.”
Students are showing some concern as
well. Senior German Keels was shown the
group’s website and said, “The actual state
ment th at most of the people will go to hell is
negative to me; even if it is true, th at should

not be their way of trying to convert people,
especially college students.” He went on to
say, “I think the quiz is a negative thing.
That’s not the right method.”
“Personally, I didn’t have a good feeling
about them; something didn’t sit right with
me,” SGA legislator Eric Strickland said.
The group’s constitution reads th at they

“T h e m e e tin g sta rted an
h o u r la te , an d it w a s a
lo n g d ay. I k n ow th a t is a
b ad ex c u se, b u t
ev ery b o d y ju st w a n ted to
g e t o u t o f th e r e .”
M ich e lle T o m aszew sk i

President Pre Tempore

are here to be informative about other reli
gions in the world so th at there will be more
understanding between students. However,
it goes on specifically to mention “the teach
ings of Jesus Christ.”
Tomaszewski said th at the group was
here to “talk to people of different religions
and create informative dialogue.”
When shown the group’s website, how
ever, her tone changed as she replied, “Every
religion has beliefs, but when you become a
member of the SGA, you must abide by the
guidelines.”

May Face Financial Aid Challenges
Sheyla Mejia

greater consequences th at could arise in the
future if this situation doesn’t get resolved
soon.
Sophomore Melissa Ferreira is going
As a result of this problem, Ferreira could
through a tough time after finding out that face serious legal discrepancies when filing
someone else was issued her social secu for aid. If a problem were to arrive with a
rity number 19 years ago. She has had some student’s financial aid application, it could
minor legal issues, but, as of now, has not cause the student to be delayed with the reg
encountered any problems within Montclair istration process until further investigation
State University. But she fears future prob is carried out.
lems.
In the midst of this mayhem, Ferreira
The issue began when she tried to renew is dealing with the Social Security
her license and file taxes last year. When the Administration as well. The SSA has not
fraud departm ent contacted her, she imme provided Ferreira with a new social security
diately thought she was a victim of identity number.
theft, but th at was not the case.
When she first went to the SSA office,
A few months later, in August 2007, she thought th at issuing her a new SSN
Ferreira found out th at she and another would be simple, but after several attempts,
girl shared the same social security number she’s realized th at it is not simple at all.
when she was trying to file a credit report.
In January 2008, Ferreira went to the
Five days after Melissa Ferreira was SSA’s office to ask what was for them to
bom, another girl at St. Barnabas Hospital issue her a new number, and they explained
was bora with the same first and last name to her th at the other individual with her
and was given the same social security num name and SSN spelled her name differ
ber.
ently.
Last summer, Ferreira filed a credit
The SSA decided it would be easier to
report and went to the other girl’s house in give the other individual a new one instead.
search of answers in an effort to avoid deep Ferreira was not pleased with SSA’s solution
ening the situation.
because her personal information is still
As of yet, Ferreira claims not to have any known to the other girl, and she is fearful of
adm inistrational or financial problems here what could happen.
at MSU, and she has not had any issues with
Currently, Ferreira is fighting to resolve
being readm itted into the university, either. the remaining portion of her social security
However, Patricia Ford, from MSU’s number issues before they interfere with her
financial aid department, says th at thefe are education, aid or readmission.
Staff Writer
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MSU’s Newman C atholic Cam pus
M inistry V isits Benedict in NY

Left. Pope Benedict XVI made several appearances in New York this past week. Right MSU students and staff at the Newman Catholic Campus Ministry were amongst the
crowd of 55,000 ticketholders of the high-demand Yankee Stadium mass last weekend.

of location. “To think what normally goes on
Staff Writer
there,” he said. “This beats out a game any
day.”
He said he felt very encouraged by the
On Sunday night, the Yankees were over
whelmed. Thousands of Catholics invaded attendance. “There were 55,000 people
there,” he said, “all for the same reason.”
Yankee Stadium and took over.
Treasurer Veronica Haegele called the
Pope Benedict XVI ended his six-day
visit to the United States with a public experience overwhelming. “You felt this
mass in New York at Yankee Stadium. In Unity,” she said.
In addition to the mass, the Pope’s visit
the audience were the executive board mem
bers of Newman Catholic Campus Ministry, included a blessing of Ground Zero and a
which recently received a Class II charter rally on Saturday th at included a perfor
mance by Kelly Clarkson. He arrived at the
from the SGA.
M atthew Higgins, vice president for stadium in the renowned Popemobile.
Haegele said she was excited to hear the
Newman Catholic, was amused by the choice
Doug McIntyre

Pope was visiting. “It was encouraging to
have him here to spread hope. In this soci
ety, it’s hard to live a C hristian life.”
Higgins said it can be hard because
people who don’t know about the Catholic
faith make comments and jokes th at can
be hurtful. “It was encouraging because the
society does not know too much about the
Catholic faith,” he said. “For such a diverse
society, it is encouraging to be encouraged to
be who you are.”
Newman secretary Stephanie Haupin
said she was nervous at first when she was
there. “It was one of those things where you
couldn’t believe it was actually him,” she

said. “It’s crazy th at we could be th at close
to the Pope.”
Haupin said th at they had first learned
of the Pope’s visit at the beginning of the
semester. They were soon made aware that
the Newman Catholic Center’s four executive
board members and Father Jim Chem, the
Newman Catholic Center Chaplain, would
be attending the Papal mass at Yankee
Stadium.
Chem was offered tickets from the
Archdiocese of Newark, which employs
Chem. Higgins said most of the people at
the mass had received tickets for free from
their own churches.

PopeSharesH opeforFuture Shame Over Clergy Sex
Scandal Felt by Pope in U.S.
at Yankee Stadium Mass
Jennifer Maloney and Melanie Lefkowitz
MCT Campus

At the packed papal mass at Yankee
Stadium, Pope Benedict XVI urged his flock
to “use the blessings of freedom” and “build
a future of hope.”
He also acknowledged the American
Church’s im migrant parishioners: “In these
200 years, the face of the Catholic commu
nity in your country has changed greatly,”
he said.
“We think ofthe successive waves ofimmi
grants whose traditions have so enriched the
Church in America.”
The crowd roared its approval of such
sentim ents and cheered when the Pope
referred to the unborn and when he spoke in
Spanish.
After he finished his homily, the crowd
erupted into a spontaneous call-andresponse, shouting “Viva!”
The service also included prayers in
Polish, French, Tagalog, Croatian and Igbo.
Sun peeked through clouds th at had
bung over the stadium for much of the day
as Benedict began the mass th at capped his
first papal visit to the United States.
About 57,000 faithful filled the stands,
facing a giant altar. On the grass before it
spread a sweeping cloth starburst of white
and gold.
The Pope entered from left field, as the
Popemobile rolled into Yankee Stadium and
inched down the third base fine to thunder
ous cheering and applause.
Celebrating the 200th anniversary of
the Sees of New York, Boston, Philadelphia,

Baltimore and Louisville, the pontiff was
greeted in English and Spanish by New
York Cardinal Edward Egan.
In a moment of levity, Egan showed off a
gift from the Pope — a vestment he prom
ised to wear at next Sunday’s Mass at St.
Patrick’s Cathedral in M anhattan.
“Thanks a million, Holy Father,” he said.
“I’ll have it on, and 111 look great.”
The festive service followed a somber
ceremony Sunday morning at Ground Zero,
where Benedict knelt in silent prayer, sur
rounded by 24 people whose lives have been
profoundly altered by the attacks on the
Twin Towers: survivors, relatives of victims
and rescue workers.
The pontiff prayed for peace, hope and
healing — for survivors, for relatives of
victims and for those who became ill after
breathing toxic air in the ruins.
He spoke briefly to each of the survivors
and others allowed down into the pit to meet
him.
He prayed on a raised platform made of
gravel and covered in a bright gold carpet.
On Ihe platform was a reflecting area with
water, symbolizing purity, and gravel, repre
senting Ground Zero.
A single candle stood on a pedestal in
the water. A cellist played a slow movement
from a Bach cello suite.
With a flame sputtering in the wind, the
Pope lit the candle and blessed the ground
with holy water.
“God of peace, bring your peace to our
violent world,” the Pope prayed. “Turn to
your way of love those whose hearts and
minds are consumed with hatred.”

Melanie Lefkowitz and Jennifer Barrios
MCT Campus

Before he even touched down on U.S.
soil Tuesday, Pope Benedict XVI addressed
the issue th at has battered the American
Catholic Church, saying he is “deeply
ashamed” of the priest sex abuse crisis.
The rem arks —>the most extensive the
Pope has made on the scandal — set a forth
right, emotional tone for a visit heavy with
symbolic gestures.
The first of those gestures came imme
diately, when President George W. Bush
welcomed Benedict on the windy tarm ac of
Andrews Air Force Base — the only time
Bush has personally greeted a foreign digni
ta ry there. Today, the President will preside
over a more formal arrival ceremony on the
W hite House’s South Lawn, where more
than 9,000 people are expected to attend
— topping the crowd for Queen Elizabeth II
last May.
The Pope’s six-day trip to the United
States is his first since becoming de facto
leader of the world’s one billion Christians
in 2005, and the first papal visit to this
country in nine years. The visit has been
highly anticipated by American Catholics,
tens of thousands of whom were selected by
lottery to attend events in New York and
Washington. The hundreds of parishioners
and Catholic school students assembled at
Andrews on Tuesday whooped and cheered
when the Pope, in his white robe and red
shoes and with windblown hair, emerged
just after 4 p.m. in the doorway of the
Alitalia je t known as “Shepherd One.”

After shaking hands with the President,
F irst Lady Laura Bush and their daughter
Jenna, Benedict greeted Roman Catholic
dignitaries, who kissed the papal ring. He
briefly retreated to a nearby building with
the President. As the Pope walked with
Bush toward a waiting limousine, which
would take him to the Apostolic Nunciature,
the cheering crowd erupted into a chorus
of “Happy Birthday.” Benedict tu rn s 81
Wednesday.
The Pope’s trip also m arks the first
Papal visit since widespread revelations of
priest sex abuse strained relations between
Catholics and their clergy and prompted
scores of lawsuits costing the church hun
dreds of millions of dollars. En route from
Rome to the United States, the pope said
pedophilia is “absolutely incompatible” with
the priesthood. He was responding to one
of four questions submitted by reporters in
advance.
Though he began answering questions in
Italian, he spoke about the sex abuse scan
dal in English.
“It is a great suffering for the church
in the United States and for the church in
general and for me personally th at this could
happen,” Benedict said. “It is difficult for
me to understand how it was possible that
priests betray in this way their m ission... to
these children.”
He said priests and bishops will have to
do a better job screening applicants for the
priesthood. “We will absolutely exclude pedo
philes from the sacred m inistry” Benedict
said. “It is more im portant to have good
priests than many priests.”
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Terrorist Suspect to Face MSU Hearing, Lynde Says
University Knew Threat Lacked Credibility
Raul Donoughue
Staff Writer

Suspended freshm an Joseph Martic, who
was last week charged with third degree ter
rorism by MSUPD for allegedly threatening
the campus community, is expected to face a
University Panel Hearing in the “upcoming
days.” .
Coordinator of Student Conduct Jerry
Collins said Martic formally responded to
his suspension and th at a panel consisting
of faculty, students and adm inistrators will
hear his case.
Despite his suspension, the panel will
need to determine if a violation of the uni
versity’s Code of Conduct has occurred.
M artic, 18, of Fairview, was arrested last
Tuesday after an investigation into alleged
threats to the campus found w ritten in pen
cil on a desk in Dickson Hall Room 276.
He plead not guilty to the terrorism
charge at his arraignm ent in Little Falls
municipal court last Wednesday and was
released on $5,000 bail.
Collins said the outcome of the criminal
trial would have no bearing on the panel’s
decision.
Collins also said that in such a hearing,
the accused does not get to choose the par
ticular students on the panel.
“This office has a database of volunteer
faculty, adm inistrators and students who
Serve on various panels,” he said. “If the
panel student (or any panelist) knows the
accused student, they are removed from the
panel to keep potential bias out.”
Vice President of Student 'Development
and Campus Life Dr. Karen Pennington
could not say whether Martic had made any

Shayna Jacobs I The Montclarion

On April 10, officers patrolled the Clove Road check-point, stopping buses and cars to check for the IDs of students and MSU personnel.

further contact with the university.
She said Martic would be prohibited from
entering the campus without university per
mission while suspended.
Provost Richard Lynde said Martic was
caught during the investigation process,
because he knew more information about
exactly what was w ritten on the desk than
the other students interviewed.
“He was conceivably the only person who
could have known [that information],” said
Lynde at Wednesday’s univërsity senate
meeting, where he addressed the faculty.
Lynde has been surveying faculty about

whether they held class and about student
attendance the day of the threat when cam
pus was on high alert and the community
was put on notice.
“We were quite convinced th at the threat
was not credible,” said Lynde, who added
th at M artic’s threat “costed the. university
a great deal of money,” in term s of the over
time hours they will have to pay responding
officers.
Collins praised the work of the campus
police in bringing a suspect to trial.
“The university police departm ent’s
detectives did an outstanding job in their

investigation, so th at we have an individual
who has been charged in this case.”
The university suspended M artic, a
freshman history major, pending a hearing.
Expulsion is the maximum penalty for
four of the five Code of Conduct rules Martic
allegedly broke.
The rules include Disruptive Conduct;
Infliction or Threat of Bodily Harm; Safety,
Violations of Local, State or Federal Law;
and Violations of W ritten University Policy
Regulations and Announcements.
Neither Martic nor his lawyer, Mark
Musella, could be reached for comment.
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Corzine and Baryshnikov to Headline Graduation at IZOD
Bernadette Marciniak
Arts & Entertainm ent Editor

Governor John Corzine, dancer/actor
M ikhail Baryshnikov and former Assistant
Secretary-General for Mission Support Jane
Lute were chosen as the honorary degree
recipients for the 2008 convocation at the
IZOD Center in East Rutherford on May 23.
Corzine and Lute will each receive an
Honorary Doctor of Laws, and Baryshnikov,
who is most recently known for his role as
Aleksandr Petrovsky on Sex and the City,
will receive an Honorary Doctor of Letters.
According to the Board of Trustees web
site, “Honorary degrees may be awarded by
the Board of Trustees to persons who have
achieved a record of major distinction at the
state or national level in such areas as edu; cation, science, arts, public service, research,
humanities, business and the professions.”

“As this is a very special year for the uni
versity — our Centennial commencement
— the committee was very focused on honor
ing individuals whose accomplishments are
lasting legacies for future generations,” said
Sulochana R. Asirvatham, assistant profes
sor of classics and chair of the honorary
degree selection committee.
“These individuals not only have great
personal accomplishments but have shaped
the world as we know it through their life’s
work.”
“I think Jane Lute is a really good choice,”
said graduating senior religious studies
major Brenna Hayes.
“We’re entering this sort of unstable
world, with rising food prices and a dearth
of jobs, and with the war in Iraq having
no actual forseeable end, to have someone
whose job is peacekeeping should be refresh
ing and will, I think, inspire some hope.”

Praise for Baryshnikov is also ever pres
ent, as senior BFA theater and production
major Michael Goodmark expresses. “He
has done so much in his career, and he can
give us all some good words and advice to
think about as we graduate. I think he’s
going to have a lot to say and most, if not all
of it,, will relate to anyone who’s hoping to
succeed.”
Other students don’t agree with all the
degree recipients,
“I honestly think having Corzine speak is
a slap in the face to all the students gradu
ating and still in attendance,” says junior
computer science major M att Cannizzaro.
“He has done a less than stellar job in
term s of promoting and supporting higher
education in New Jersey.”
Former governors such as Richard J.
Codey, James E. McGreevy and Christine
Todd W hitman have all received honorary

degrees from Montclair State (in 2006,2002
and 1994, respectively).
Lastyear’srecipientswereChiefExecutive
Officer of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science Alan I. Leshner,
the William F. Russell Professor in the
Foundations of Education at Columbia
University Teachers College Maxine Greene
and acclaimed actress Whoopi Goldberg.
Nominations for honorary degrees are
opened up at the beginning of the year
by the Special A ssistant to the President,
Frank Schwartz, through a campus-wide
e-mail.
The results are then narrowed down to
10 candidates.
Afterwards, the President offers her rec
ommendations, and the honorary Degree
Committee of the Board of Trustees votes on
the speakers.
The final vote took place last Thursday.

At the last University Senate meeting of
the semester, the faculty council thanked
outgoing Provost Richard Lynde for his 38
years of service to M ontclair State. They
offered him a gift and shared a retirement
cake afterwards in his honor. Dr. Saundra
Collins (top right), President of University
Senate, stands next to Lynde. She thanked
Lynde on behalf of the senate for his com
mitment to shared governance on cam
pus and his willingness to work with the
faculty during his time served.
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RED HAWK

A f llo n

NITES
Two Authors, O ne
Night: Red Hawk
N ites Gets Rave
Reviews From Two
Points of View
a ll photos courtesy of Sam antha P hillip s
and Lisa Sargese I The M ontclarion

Left: Samantha Phillips and Kyle Varneke
are in for the race of their lives. Top: Darren
Ventre teaches all about the art of motiva
tion. Right: Mycroft Boyd and Kyle Varneke
are in the pillow fight to end all as they duke
it out on top of a pommel horse.

Suzanne Pares
Assistant Feature Editor

The Center for Student Involvement
(CSI) sponsored several activities for Red
Hawk Nite. An airbrush artist airbrushed
names and phrases onto hats and t-shirts.
NY Party Works was called upon again to
provide inflatable activities for the visitors
to play with. The cafeteria had several mini
golf holes th at visitors could play through.
The ballrooms were taken up by a t-ball
cage, a small go-kart course and a jousting
horse.
Outside of the ballrooms, a station was
set up where visitors could help themselves
to party favors like mini frisbees, ball-ina-cup games or pads of paper. A popcorn
machine was being run, and popcorn was

given out for free by all who asked.
Thirsty popcorn consumers could go
across the lobby to get a free drink from
STAND’S Lemonade Stand. They provided
free cups of juice, lemonade and cola and
accepted donations for charity. They also
advertised their upcoming “Rock Against
Genocide” concert on the table with small,
take-away flyers. STAND president Dan
Moseson represented 90.3 WMSC, the oncampus radio station and played music
from the third floor.. Also in the cafete
ria, the Chinese Student Association pro
jected Dance Dance Revolution on a wall
while other members translated names into
Chinese and Korean for visitors.
On the fourth floor, Montclair University
Gamers and Alpha Phi Omega shared space
in the conference room. APO had a “hippie”-

themed room with Red Hawk pride bracelets
for sale. They also concluded their ongoing
Penny War event, awarding triple points
to anyone who donated coins. Founder and
MSU alum na Elizabeth Huth said, “We
picked several professors for the students
to support, and half of the overall proceed
ings are going to the charity of their choice.”
MUG had board games and a Nintendo Wii
set up with Super Smash Bros. Brawl. “We
wanted to let people practice for our tour
nament on the 23rd next week,” said Vice
President Justin Towe.
The Motivation Station was a cheery
room th at greeted its visitors with inflatable
flamingos and monkeys. Their gimmick was
the riddles th at changed every 45 minutes,
challenging people to think outside the box.
They offered “a smile, a celebration of their
life and a massage, if they ask!” laughed
senior Kimberly Davis. Lisa Sargese was
Continued on Page 20

DRAG SHOW MADNESS
Jessica Lozak
Assistant Arts & Entertainment Editor

a ll photos courtesy of
Sam antha P h illip s and Jessica
Lozak | The M ontclarion

Top: Natalie Rusciani runs the
operation via laptop. Center:
Christine Adamo looks quite spiffy
in her getup. Right: Aha Phase and
Glinda sing a lovely duet.
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Despite the modest turn-out at Friday’s
Red Hawk Nite, the last one of the semester,
none can contest the most exciting room
belonged to Spectrums, thanks to their
annual Drag Show.
Things were done a little differently this
year, w ith the show being broken up into two
performances, one at 9:30 p.m. and the other
a t 11:30 p.m. They also didn’t hire outside
performers, due to last year’s late arrival on
their part, so the entire show was done by
Spectrums members.
In the dusky Formal Dining Room of
the Student Center, club members scurried
around, trying to make sure the tables
were set up correctly and th at snacks for
the guests were set out properly. Tireless
Spectrums vice president Nat Rusciani,
despite initial problems, managed to cross
wires into a functioning sound system. In
other words, she pulled a MacGyver.
There were nine performances in all
split between seven students, four drag
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Continued on Page 14

You must
ffloot
Rob Gilbert Ph.D.
Department of Exercise Science and Physical
Education

You missed him.
Jonathan Sprinkles from Houston, Texas,
one of the top speakers on the college circuit
and one of the very best speakers I’ve ever
heard, gave a great motivational talk at
Kean University last Friday, and you missed
him. But, don’t worry — I was there taking
notes for you!
Here are some of Jonthan’s words of wis
dom:
#1. If it’s going to be, it’s up to me.
#2. The best way for you to block your
blessings is to complain about what you don’t
have instead of appreciating what you do
have.
#3. Somewhere, someone is praying to
have, your problems. We talk about not
having enough shoes to wear, but there
are people who don’t have any feet. We talk“
about having no place to go, but there are
many people who don’t have anywhere to
live.
i
#4. To have a choice — but not use your
choice — is the same as not having a choice
at all. If you can read, but you choose not to
read, what’s the difference between you and
someone who can’t read?
#5. If you take advantage of the choices
you have in college, the rest of your life will
be the best of your life.
#6. “Power” is the ability to get results.
#7. “Personal power” is the ability to
determine the results in your life.
#8. When you’ve got your mind made up,
I can’t make you care; I can’t make you pay
attention; I can’t make you do your home
work; I can’t make you do your sit-ups.
#9. But when you’ve got your mind made
up, I can’t stop you either. I can’t stop you
from caring; I can’t stop you from paying
attention; I can’t stop you from doing your
homework; I can’t stop you from doing your
sit-ups.
#10. Because you have the power, you
control the results in your life! No one can
take away your power — you can only give it
away.
#11. Who has the power in your life? Is it
you or your external circumstances?
#12. Don’t let what’s on the outside define
what’s on the inside. You control the results
in your life.
#13. Don’t tell me about your dreams
— show me your sacrifices, and then I’ll tell
you how serious you are.
#14. This is the way things are, but this
is not the way things are always going to
be.
#15. Every time you go through a tough
time in life, it has one of two purposes: It’s
either meant to put something in you that
you didn’t have before or take something out
of you th at hindered you from getting where
you need to be.
#16. Life will not judge you by the num
ber of times you get knocked down. Life
judges you by the number of times you get
Continued on Page 17
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Friday,
April 25
Silence of th e GLBTs
11 Prefer Pancit Over Lo Meiri
The Day of Silence is a day of tribute to raise
J Sick of spaghetti ? Losing with linguini ? Getawareness of the silence the GLBT community]
J ting zilch with ziti ? Even if you're sick of orpuffers every day, but when the sun goes
I dering out from the Chinese take-out
Mown, Spectrums wants to bring the noise!
| places, come enjoy some free, homemade
■After a day of quiet, they'll have their
[Aslan cuisine at UAASO's Noodle Night in
Iscream fest in the quad, followed by the
I the Rath at 7 p.m. Come sample at least four
¡Breaking the Silence party in the Rath at 7
I different dishes varying in meats, spices and
fb.ni. There will be snacks, entertainment and a j
J veggies. Attendance guarantees a plate of
¡¡whole lotta loud.
I exotic noodles and refreshing bubble tea. This
Kiii
J isn't your run-of-the-mill lo mein; these guys
[can really cook.
[Thursday,
[April 24

[Sunday,
[April 27

[A r ie s IM a r c h ll — A p ril 2 0 ) r
§p s
I
[R em em ber th a t sayin g ,“t t ie m eek wiH in h e rit th e earth?"W ell, th e
| m eek aren't b eing m eek m u ch feng er. W atch yo u r ste p o r b e devoure
11h ave ano ther saying fo ry o u :"!t's alw ays th e q u iet o n e s '

[ T h a t g u y is n o t actu ally sellin g th e Brooklyn B rid g e .to y o u rfrie n $ s0
rs io p h im fR e a l frie n d s d o n 't tot stran g ers m ales y o ^ frie n d ste c ^ ffl^ t;
[ id io ts A m using/yes, b u t in th e long ru n , Isn 't d ta ty o u r Job?
'4 ~ .
B e r n in i (M ay 21 — Ju n e 2 1 )
|N o m a tte rh o w fp rd y o u w o rk at j o ii ta n : please e veryo n e.Th e
| sooner yo u learn th is, th e b etter. You sho u ld ju st p id kw h o yo u like th e
m ost a t th e m om ent and try to please th em . A fter a ll, som eone is
.
[ alw ays a douche.
¡la n c e r (Ju n e 2 2 — Ju ly 22 )
p e w th in g s are going to
O ld t hirfqs m ig h t s till b e arou |§ |g |
[ There is a p o ssM fty o fa fin a n cial w tnd fatLG en eric e n o u g h io r you?
I least yo u aren 't g o in g ;to g e t h it b y a sh u ttle and d ie lT h a t's lib ra .

Um
.(Mhr43 ~ A u g , 22)^

".

:r-.
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Yo u w ill have to p lay I lo rence N ig htingale th is w eek und h d p th o -ie .n
need Stop b eing such a selfish bastard1G iv e blood o r care fo r»
stricken
f V irg o (A u g ..2 3 — S e p t. 2 2 ) „
\ A void tii.irn le s N ot ju s t love trian g les, I m ean all things trian g le like '
yield sig n s,n o trian g ular cuts o f cheese an d esp ecially no slices o f cake
o r pie. They're youN cryptonite th is w eek.

'

223

- - i 1

¡ | f l | p n is fle etin g G e t o ve r 1 1 m a ls are on th e horizon, an d you need
I to co ncentrate on yo u r w o rkb efo re y o u fe in o ver yo u r h ead . C hasing
I ta il ca n w a it u ntil sum m er, it's ih o re fu n th e n , an yw ay. u - .- ^ s £ p ?:

- D e ta in

[S a g itta riu s (N o v .
fig h a n g e tt

3kno w s th a t. B u t not all o f it is bad Th eres
, b u t th ngs WHI g et b etter. In a fe w days,

(Ä K a lC fi

[Tights and sweat, feats of manliness and giant j
[M-E-T-H-O-D Man
[stages. It's not Chippendale's; it's WWE Pay
I Class One Concerts got their funding, they got
(per View: Backlash in the Rath at 8 p.m.
[their respect, and now, after months of plan[sponsored by Student Life and CSI Join your
J ning, they finally brought it! Montclairfest
[fellow musdeheads as Edge takes on The Un
[comes to MSU again with featured guests dertaker for the World Heavyweight Champi
[Method Man, Thursday, Bobbie Valentino, onship. Anyone wanna give a HURAAAAAG ?!
j Paulson and Honesty Eyes. Free admission
[fo r 18+ with an MSU ID and ¿5 for everyone
[ else at the Amphitheater; freshmen, don't be
j fooled by students selling earplugs for ¿15.
[ They're cheaper at the bookstore.

Tuesday,

Monday,
April 28

April 29
M iss-ter Tri-Sigm a, Queen o f M SU
1Hipster Paradise
The coffee is brewing, the chairs are in a Circle; In lieu of a Rocky Horror performance, whyj
not drop ¿5 to take a gander at Mlss-Ter
what could this mean? It's another Normal
Tri-Sigma in the SC Ballrooms at 8 p.m.?
Review Poetry Reading at Café Diem at 8
Watch men stumble in heels, style the latest
p.m. Snap in approval or sneer in distaste as
swimwear
the audience is dying to fit into and
artists bare their souls in expression of their
hold
back
their
tears as someone else gets the
poetic torment. "However one could say it, I
crown! Beauty pageants have never Idoked so
know it far too well, the rejection of my grad
good?
funding, I shudder in anguish into my latte

[Wednesday,

■ B

[April 30
[Genocide = Unnecessary
[why dont people get it? Genocide is not cool •
[at all, but it always seems to be happening
[somewhere in this crazy world of ours. OnthisJ
[day, the people in focus are from Darfur. Do as
[STAND does and Rock Against Genocide In
[the name of Darfur from noon to 5 p.m. In
[the SC Quad. Since it is a free concert, relax,
listen to some music and become more aware
Iof the atrocities going on in our world.
Suzanne Pares
<

I C a p rico rn (D e c. 2 2 * ^ Ja n . 2 0 )
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W hat is
w>ll b e revealed , p E # « w h o don't w an t to be
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Overheard\srmwu ’

"That s Wna

too much.-.. ^
I P isce s (F e b , 2 0 p r>in n in g frorrty a Lir e m c B ^ fe frs h ^ g fs b tjY b ^ ig tB ^ S Q tn - ^
[ w ith yo urself, b u t th in g s have been o ff. Stop it! You k n o w w h o and
| w h a ty e u w a n i
yo u r h a # lh O S |l§ '^ tf" 1

lilt's
I You've g o tth e M idas to u ch , bab y. En jo y it whOe yo u can and ta k e adI van tag e o f$h e g t^ frw fo n e co m in g jg ^ fvy a y. N o o rto k n o w si

c R ^ ^ rc c h tio n

tj vvg’t-ejuc&t g owwa ‘platj arou tnjA wit h ttavugtsec
w hat happews,.
a . vwu aowwa go doww> Hiere... bu>wp tvttj head ... start
cryjin.g awd its NOTgom M i be OK.I
3 . 1 would yvucch rather d o i t w hile Vm ahead rather thaw
b i h t a u t . --------:------------- " T

t l P

Ä

S
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'Rutting Men Make Me Hot

[April 26
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:

L. t >ow*t weed [jou-r help aw ym ore^:. rw- better at i t b g vuu j z t L f .

sr. i suppose we j u s t stfole it iw the slo t awd it'll g et suoteed
iw s o mehow ...
.■_
;
/
_______________
e>. That
go t the low gest stick , iw the Nt-tW awd he had
to use a u o f it ow that.
•^
teept nice st awdiwg t here with t hose t hivigs. Iw »vtt^
h a vui , i w a&jucst g owwa get u p a m i leaver
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of the
Magical

D e a r M a g ic J im m y ,:
A f r i e n d o f m in e is w o r r i e d a k R u t; f m
g r a d u a t i n g b e c a u s e s h e i s n ’t s u r e f
w h a t s h e w a n t^ c ^ o w itM T e id if e

■

Guy

y e t . W h a t s h o u ld I te ll h e r ?

Thi? is a big question that, ovt'ii Have her shut
step is finding things ■ arid that no one else can. This doesn’t just
I think all pt-npli1our ngi1struggle Hpradf.up
I t h at give1 her the go for your friend, il goes for everybody. If
with. Many of Ua enter college with a
^direction or the *map H e discover the direction where we want to
with no idea of what we want lo do pen anil a& fl
I to ex|ilore those thing.- Hi, then the path will appear, and we just
and hope to find th at out during our yearn “What is it lh 9
through Hfunething H*ed to travel it. We don't need to know
here. However, the real world is coining, and ■
The
everything about where were going — we
it in not slow ing down anv tnne soon. A deci ■ unot
«
When I n .u l this S x t need to have an ideu uf the direction.
sion about life must eventually lie made.
¡¡H if
'question, ihe fir>>t Xhus1th at first step of discovering what you
as
When n cume- to finding -what your to Six Flags,” becaiB k'
m
O uvgi! \ 'CanJ //»tj M o rite lirion
H H th in g '. I thought ofe. H it is dune, the re-.t is easy The steps reveal
friend wants to iln with her lift1, the first rhat is ni something”
f\„ ,
■' -•'? was one of my heroes, themselves. It really is amazing how clear
tiling she should do is a»k questions about she loves to do That
Ralph Whldo Emecson. ta r world is and how clear the path is once
who she is. She needs to find out what she is lust something she may life to a J f c n c e D t e gim k one of l i e people who really helped B u t discovery happens.
loves to do. She doesn't need to know exactly That is not what I am
am IBf fi nffaiy luith Iljs essiav “Self-Relianqe" H As Ralph Waldo Emensin said. ‘Do not
what she wants to do: .-he just needs an idea. 1nlkin^sbout going in stfe and tru y frn i^n g coqmkrtely t^tangetf r$£ lift1. In it, hid states ■ low where one path may lead. Go instead
It rlw ui't m utter ifilial idea ia as broad as T o d f% fiaish elo v esM p ^ad eep lev eljK "
8In s^ u Q a A 'o i^ e lf;^ M !y ^ |S ® e . Every where
want to help people1' or '1 want to work with
Once shd knows''What she loves to th e n great man is unique ’ and I agree whole- Everyone m the world ha<- u di fieri nt path
kidt ‘ *1hal doe-n't n u tter
it the desired i ^ e ^ l v e l , thigjfiave her ask herself this- S e a rta ^ , Everyone has something special H ey need to follow No one's path i> exactly
direction is knawn, then worry not. The question over and over and over, "How can I and unique about them that makes them p e sim i The ereitf part of that is that since
path will reveal itself. Consider the Chinese make this thing
tiling that I love to: do mitre real different
and able to do something for the ■ ch path if different, life becomes verv excit
H an
proverb: “A jou rnoy uf a thousand miles must in my life, aj|Phow can I develop it so it can wprld th a t ho jH fc b e .safe There is some ing anrl personal, because you know mm ori
a single step.” Thai jungle step contribute ^ the lives of oUkt people'.'-’ I thing amazing about wjirr {fiend where she living v> ur own life Once you are following
ik jb e me«f im portant, because after she; believe th a t we. all love helping people, and can bring
,|ne table in such a yc-ur own path, people will take notice They I
sfe|>;
rest df th e 'steps.\ if you are using your unviue tali nts in s'lgg wav th at no n0^$fefn-t£x' world can. As Or. notice 'umi thine rliifen-ni .ibout jiju , .it if it
wjjyi&fosdi jfceiseely^s; .She v tflrto d rn eei to a way th at you are a positive influent*1'tjpthe Seuss once said, “There is no one alive more w.li be very positive tso tak e a moment and
;; % ■.
people around you. then I am sure th e ft will v'liier Lh.m vow ^iindf'think we should all ask yourself that question, “What is it rhat I
^uggSgt is that, your be a much deeper level of hilfillmerK'
listen to him; he is a doctor, after all.
love to do?” Once you have that answer, fake
trjfeyl
.u-hing htrsplf, “What is i t : Once your friend has found things that ■.Everyone- in tlie world has their own what y< u luve to do and use u to make the
th p p ^v ra^< ’do?f11A skItover andoveraBid i give her that level of fulfillment, the next unique gifts and can bring something to the world a better place.
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Graduate

■ H

M asters degree programs
Certification and Endorsement programs

William

M.A. • M.A.T. • M.B.A.
M.Ed. • M.F.A. • M.M.

he foundation for

M.S. • M.S.N.

your success.
B 'v

Welcome to your new Manhattan lifestyle.
With a great downtown location, these
oversized apartments have living spaces
that are easily shareable.

-1^

Call the Office of
Graduate Admissions and
Enrollment Services at

Rent here and avoid an upfront broker fee
and a security deposit. We'll even give you
$ 1,000 off your first month's rent to help
you settle in.*

973.720.364» or visit us
online at wpunf.edu.

A rt • Biology • Bilingual Education
Biotechnology * Business
Communication Disorders
Counseling Services • Education
Educational Leadership

Make moving to New York easy.

Elementary Education

For more information

1 Bedrooms from * 2 ,8 0 0 (convertible to a 2 bedroom)
2 Bedrooms from * 3 ,6 (X ) (convertible to a 3 bedroom)

send an e-mail to

3 Bedroom s from * 5 ,3 5 0 (convertible to a 4 bedroom)

graduate @ wpunj.edu

NO BROKER FEE APARTMENTS

888.201.5944

English • History • Music • Nursing
Applied Psychology, Clinical
and Counseling • Public Policy

stu y to w n .c o m
Reading • Sociology

Leasing O ffic e : 3 3 2 First A ve .

(at 19th St.), NewYork, NY10009
EQ U A l

H O U S I N S O P P O R T U N I .T Y

‘ Bring this ad in ottim e of leasing. Offer expires August 3 1 ,
N o security deposit required with approved credit.

•ss

stuyvesanttown

W A V A * 'V a >

love your space

.o ■ - * »

WAYNE, NEW JERSEY • WWW.WPUNj.EDU • 973.720.3641
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Irm ingard M ayer

Staff Writer

*Disclaimer*
The following journal is based on real-life
accounts o f an intern working at a public
relations firm in New York City. To protect
the rights o f those whose paths have crossed
the author’s, some o f the events have been
altered, and all names, dates and places
have been changed.
Week 11
, My internship is almost finished and I
am anxious for it to be over. The monotony
of my daily routine is getting overwhelming.
I can’t.imagine doing this every day for the
rest of my life. All the young account coordi
nators always remind me of how lucky I am
to be a college student, and they always tell
me how it’s all downhill after graduation.
Too bad I’m done in May!
This week, Christina and I were assigned
to reach out to media and promote the firm’s
clients. They gave us a w ritten pitch and
story angle we should use. We were given
three lists of numbers to call. All together,
the contacts must have added up to thou
sands of journalists and producers. There
was no way we could get through the entire
list; even if we made calls endlessly all
week.
I was curious what we would be pitching
this time. It turned out to be electronic hand
held games for Mother’s Day gift guides.
I thought this was a horrible idea! What
mother would prefer a toy over a spa pack
age? I was not optimistic about this pitch,
and Christina echoed my frustrations.
I began by calling friendly Southern
reporters first. I usually steer clear of the
New York papers, as they have a particular
attitude that makes pitching impossible.
Most people did not answer, and the few
that did would ask for more information in
an e-mail, which was a polite way to get me
to stop calling them.
Finally, I reached one enthusiastic woman
from Tennessee. “Well th at sounds like such
a great, unique idea!” she said with her
Southern twang. “That makes one of us,” I
thought silently. I was surprised but contin
ued to encourage her. She agreed to write a
product review after we sent her samples.
After making nationwide pitch calls all
morning, it was time for lunch. The day was
exceptionally beautiful, so Christina, Stacia
and I all decided to eat in Greeley Square
a few blocks down. The small courtyard
was packed with the entire sunlight-starved
workforce of Midtown. We waited patiently
for a table to clear up. Finally, a group of
Asian businessmen rose reluctantly, and we
quickly secured their seats.
The pigeons flocked to the square th at
day, picking up crumbs and rem nants offood.
They were not afraid to get extremely close
to people and flew right in front of oncoming
traffic. I noticed a sign th at read: “Do not
feed the pigeons! They spread disease, ruin
the flower beds and leave leftovers for rats.”
They were definitely New York pigeons.
As we ate our lunch we caught up on the
week’s past events and got to know each
other. “Where are you from again?” Stacia
asked me. When I told her New Jersey, she
looked so surprised and gave me the same
response most everyone else in New York
gives me. “Oh, I’ve been there once; th at’s
pretty far,” she replied.
You would have thought I came from a for
eign country. Many New Yorkers treat New
Jersey like their unwanted, dirty neighbor.

wm

Commuters from Astoria and Brooklyn look
down on people coming from Hoboken, even
though it takes 15 minutes to get into the
city on the P ath train.
After an extra long lunch break, it Was
time to return to the office. For the remain
der of the day, we continued to reach out to
media, prepare product samples for shipping
and of course play a little Scrabulous on
Facebook. At exactly 5:00 p.m., Christina
was ready to fly out the door, and I was right
behind her.
On my way to the train. I stopped in the
Penn Station bathroom. There was a dishev
eled homeless woman there. She had a
collection of belongings in a mobile garbage
can beside her. There was a rancid smell
around her, and she was trying to bathe in
|g||

the sink.
Before I could exit, a bathroom attendant"
came in to reprimand her. The homeless
woman was quick to react, “I ain’t showering
here. I’m just trying to change my under
wear. I’ve been wearing them for a week.
You know what th at’s like?” The exchange
of words continued to intensify until both
women were shouting at each other and
security was called.
It really was incredibly sad. Coming into
the city on a regular basis, I had.recognized
fam iliar homeless people who occupy the
area surrounding Penn Station. The busy
commuters brush past them. The business
owners pay no attention to them. Even the
tourists had learned to ignore them. They
hold'signs and stand on street curbs begging

Justina Villaneuva I The M ontclarion
for attention. We all just walk on by. I won
der how we can do this. But then I realize
there really is nothing else we can do.
After the exhausting week, I was ready
to go home. The rush hour train was full of
worn-out commuters. There was nowhere to
sit, so I stood between cars with a group of
silent commuters with the exception of one
businessman who was yelling in a thick New
York accent on his cell phone.
The train slowly pulled into my station,
and a group of people prepared to exit the
train. After the train completely stopped,
^the doors failed to open. “It’s stuck,” some
one informed me. The group all quickly
began pushing to another exit in the train.
“Welcome to Jersey,” the New York business
man yelled sarcastically.

Drag Show

Continued From Page 11

left: Glinda struts tor stuff at the Speelmms Brag Show. Kight: Katie l ook and Micnari i ampncii
pose for a glamour shot
.1". >'
T
'
■

queens and three drag kings. Since the
usual framework of the show, a beauty pag
eant, was done away with, the performers
only strutted their staff for the crowd to a
selected song of their choice.
The show began and ended with the
magnanimous Ana Phase, last year’s cham
pion. She opened with a rendition of the
A Chorus Line song “Dance: 10, Looks: 3”
and finished the show with Legally Blonde’s
“So Much Better.” She was followed by the
nearly magical performance of Glinda, sing
ing “Popular” from Wicked. The following
kings — Christophe, who performed “King
for a Day” by Green Day, and Jai Cyrus,

who serenaded his girlfriend w ith “Cupid’s
Chokehold” by Gym Class Heroes and fol
lowed up with the Spring Awakening song
“The Bitch of Living” — entertained with

theftrBtiùdjfjktôraML

' • . tBeSBs

Joan performed the Chicago h it “All That
Jazz,” spinning a red shawl to th e delight
of the crowd. Thé seductive Sally tempted
the audience with “Dcm’t Tell Mama” from
Cabaret The seventh member of the show,
Darius Dragonova, made the crowd love Fall
Out Boy again with an energetic showing of
“Thnks F r Th Mmrs.”
The second show was better attended,
and more audience members were drawn in

courtesy of Samantha Phillips

by a raffle for fabulous prizes. Tickets were
sold a t the dew for a chance at winning
four $25 gift cards, and the proceeds were
donated by Spectrums to the Trinity Church
in New York City, a refuge for homeless
GLBT teens. Another highlight ofthe second
show was an encore performance by Ana
Phase and Glinda, both graduating seniors,
to “Take Me or Leave Me” from R ent
Spectrums’ drag shows are always a fun
time, and Red Hawk Nites will await next
year’s rendition eageriy,
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V e riT O IIwireless

Be the enV of your friends.

Get the enV and see what it can do!
enV™byLG
$ #7 0R a9f t e9r rebate
LG VX9900: $129.99 2-yr.
price - $50 m ail-in rebate.
W ith new 2-yr. activation.

connect in more ways:
txt, pix, video, email & IM
know what's going on:
download new music & video on the
go, get the gam e score and keep an
eye on social networking sites

>

Win a hybrid!
Sign up for service at a participating Verizon Wireless
Communications Store and ask how you could win a
brand new hybrid car! Your friends — and the planet
— will love you! No purchase necessary.

Switch to America's Most Reliable Wireless Network®
For sweepstakes details and store locations go to vzwcar.com.
Sweepstakes: NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. V isit a Verizon W ireless Com m unications Store (B J’s and C ircu it C ity not included) and activate a new line of service on a calling plan $ 3 9.99 m onthly a ccess or higher w / 2-yr. A g m t then reg ister online by M ay 31 st to enter. New
line of service m ust be active for a t least 30 days to rem ain elig ib le. On how to enter for free, see O fficial Rules at vzw car.com . Sw eep stakes begins on 4/14/08 and ends on 5/31/08. M ust be 18 y rs . of age w ith valid d river's license and legal U .S . resid en t Void where
prohibited. Lim it one entry per person.
Activitian fee/IHia: $35 ($25 for secondary Family SharePlan* lines «*/ 2-yr. Agmts).
•,
„« ¿ ¿ L
IMPORTANT CONSUMER INFORMATION: Subject to Custom er A g m t Calling Plan, rebate form & cred it approval. Up to $175 e arly term ination fee/line & other charges & $1.99/M B (in cl. M obile Web ad s). O ffers and coverage, varying by se rvice , not availab le everyw here. V CA ST
M usic: per song charges req’d ; airtim e m ay apply fo r m usic dow nloads. Rebates take up to 6 w eeks. Lim ited-tim e o ffers. W hile supplies la s t Network d etails and coverage m aps at verizonw ireless.com . © 2008 Verizon W ireless.
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Two Authors, O ne
Night: Red Hawk
Nites Gets Rave
Reviews From Two
Points of View

■
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all photos courtesy of Sam antha P h illip s
and Lisa Sargese I The M ontclarion

Left: Samantha Phillips and Kyle Varneke
are in for the race of their lives. Top: Darren
Ventre teaches all about the art of motiva
tion. Right: Mycroft Boyd and Kyle Varneke
are in the pillow fight to end all as they duke
it out on top of a pommel horse.

Suzanne Pares
Assistant Feature Editor

The Center for Student Involvement
(CSI) sponsored several activities for Red
Hawk Nite. An airbrush artist airbrushed
names and phrases onto hats and t-shirts.
NY Party Works was called upon again to
provide inflatable activities for the visitors
to play with. The cafeteria had several mini
golf holes th at visitors could play through.
The ballrooms were taken up by a t-ball
cage, a small go-kart course and a jousting
horse.
Outside of the ballrooms, a station was
set up where visitors could help themselves
to party favors like mini frisbees, ball-ina-cup games or pads of paper. A popcorn
machine was being run, and popcorn was

given out for free by all who asked.
Thirsty popcorn consum ers. could go
across the lobby to get a free drink from
STAND’S Lemonade Stand. They provided
free cups of juice, lemonade and cola and
accepted donations for charity. They also
advertised their upcoming “Rock Against
Genocide” concert on the table with small,
take-away flyers. STAND president Dan
Moseson represented 90.3 WMSC, the oncampus radio station and played music
from the third floor. Also in the cafete
ria, the Chinese Student Association pro
jected Dance Dance Revolution on a wall
while other members translated names into
Chinese and Korean for visitors.
On the fourth floor, Montclair University
Gamers and Alpha Phi Omega shared space
in the conference room. APO had a “hippie”-

themed room with Red Hawk pride bracelets
for sale. They also concluded their ongoing
Penny War event, awarding triple points
to anyone who donated coins. Founder and
MSU alum na Elizabeth Huth said, “We
picked several professors for the students
to support, and half of the overall proceed
ings are going to the charity of their choice.”
MUG had board games and a Nintendo Wii
set up with Super Smash Bros. Brawl. “We
wanted to let people practice for our tour
nament on the 23rd next week,” said Vice
President Justin Towe.
The Motivation Station was a cheery
room th at greeted its visitors with inflatable
flamingos and monkeys. Their gimmick was
the riddles th at changed every 45 minutes,
challenging people to think outside the box.
They offered “a smile, a celebration of their
life and a massage, if they ask!” laughed
senior Kimberly Davis. Lisa Sargese was
Continued on Page 20

DRAG SHOW MADNESS
Jessica Lozak
Assistant Arts & Entertainment Editor

j

all photos courtesy of
Sam antha P h illip s and Jessica
Lozak | The M ontclarion

Top: Natalie Rusciani runs the
operation via laptop. Center:
Christine Adamo looks quite spiffy
in her getup. Right: Ana Phase and
Glinda sing a lovely duet.

Despite the modest turn-out at Friday’s
Red Hawk Nite, the last one of the semester,
none can contest the most exciting room
belonged to Spectrums, thanks to their
annual Drag Show.
Things were done a little differently this
year, with the show being broken up into two
performances, one at 9:30 p.m. and the other
at 11:30 p.m. They also didn’t hire outside
performers; due to last year’s late arrival on
their part, so the entire show was done by
Spectrums members.
In the dusky Formal Dining Room of
the Student Center, club members scurried
around, trying to make sure the tables
were set up correctly and th at snacks for
the guests were set out properly. Tireless
Spectrums vice president Nat Rusciani,
despite initial problems, managed to cross
wires into a functioning sound system. In
other words, she pulled a MacGyver.
There were nine performances in all
split between seven students, four drag

You lllu st
llle e t
Rob Gilbert Ph.D.
Department of Exercise Science and Physical
Education

You missed him.
Jonathan Sprinkles from Houston, Texas,
one of the top speakers on the college circuit
and one of the very best speakers I’ve ever
heard, gave a great motivational talk at
Kean University last Friday, and you missed
him. But, don’t worry — I was there taking
notes for you!
Here are some of Jonthan’s words of wis
dom:
#L If it’s going to be, it’s up to me.
#2. The best way for you to block your
blessings is to complain about what you don’t
have instead of appreciating what you do
have.
#3. Somewhere, someone is praying to
have, your problems. We talk about not
having enough shoes to wear, but there
are people who don’t have any feet. We talk
about having no place to go, but there are
many people who don’t have anywhere to
live.
#4. To have a choice — but not use your
choice — is the same as not having a choice
at all. If you can read, but you choose not to
read, what’s the difference between you and
someone who can’t read?
#5. If you take advantage of the choices
you have in college, the rest of your life will
be the best of your life.
#6. “Power” is the ability to get results.
#7. “Personal power” is the ability to
determine the results in your life.
#8. When you’ve got your mind made up,
I can’t make you care; I can’t make you pay
attention; I can’t make you do your home
work; I can’t make you do your sit-ups.
#9. But when you’ve got your mind made
up, I can’t stop you either. I can’t stop you
from caring; I can’t stop you from paying
attention; I can’t stop you from doing your
homework; I can’t stop you from doing your
sit-ups.
#10. Because you have the power, you
control the results in your life! No one can
take away your power — you can only give it
away.
#11. Who. has the power in your life? Is it
you or your external circumstances?
#12. Don’t let what’s on the outside define
w hat’s on the inside. You control the results
in your life.
#13. Don’t tell me about your dreams
— show me your sacrifices, and then I’ll tell
you how serious you are.
#14. This is the way things are, but this
is not the way things are always going to
be.
#15. Every time you go through a tough
time in life, it has one of two purposes: It’s
either m eant to put something in you that
you didn’t have before or take something out
of you th at hindered you from getting where
you need to be.
#16. Life will not judge, you by the num
ber of times you get knocked down. Life
judges you by the number of times you get
Continued on Page 77
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Jewish Students Appeal for Passover-Friendly Dining
But diversity at MSU also serves as a
reminder of an obligation to cater, so to
speak, to different faiths and subsequent,
It’s a common problem for Jews keeping dietary restrictions. In this, the week of
kosher worldwide: how to be observant in Passover, food service provider Sodexho and
an outside world th at’s not. Montclair State Hillel, MSU’s Jewish student union, have
University is no different, especially in its teamed up to offer .“kosher-style” meals to
northern New Jersey location, where stu observing Jews.
dents of all races and backgrounds choose to
“It was something th at we wanted to
enroll.
get done last year,” said Hal Grossman,
president of Hillel.
“I wanted to make
sure we took the
initiative.”
Throughout the
week, all three
campus cafete
rias are serving
chicken soup with
matzo ball, as well
as macaroons. All
general entrees
are served without
the use of bread
ing or com, taboo
as per the dietary
restrictions.
Shlomo Willick,
a member of Hillel
and a practicing
orthodox Jew, is
also trained as a
mashgiach, some
one who is autho
rized to supervise
the preparation
of kosher cuisine.
courtesy of inforochester.com
While the expec

tations of orthodox Jewish law are high,
“during Passover, you’re 10 times more care
ful with everything,” he explained. “If a
single grain of flour falls into a pot of stew,
the entire, dinner is no longer considered
kosher.”
Willick does not dine on campus, and
carries matzo with him to snack on during
the day. Because the meals are not prepared
in a strictly orthodox kitchen — meat and
dairy products cannot use the same oven,
to name one condition — MSU cannot fully
satisfy his religious needs. But he said th at
Sodexho has been able to accommodate his
diet during the rest of the year out in the
Blanton cafeteria.
Passover (also referred to as Pesach in
Hebrew) commemorates the Jewish exo
dus from enslavement in Egypt and lasts
for seven days. Perhaps the most famous
staple of the tradition is the eating of matzo
(unleavened, yeast-less bread) as a means
of remembering the Jews’ hasty baking
method during their escape.
At MSU, Hillel plans events, pro
gramming and social gatherings for the
Jewish community of the university. For
their efforts, they were recognized by the
Student Government Association as “Class
II Organization of the Year.” But for their
planning this week, which also included a
model Seder, they needed a little help from
the campus.
“Sodexho has been very helpful to us,”
says Willick, a senior business adminis
tration major. “It wasn’t Mom’s homemade
matzo ball soup, or my grandmother’s pot
roast, but it was still very good.”
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(MS'll (Keeps it (Kos(ter
Karl de Vries
Editor-in-Chief
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Must Meet

Continued From Page 11

backup.
#17. Read the book What Makes the
Great Great by Dr. Dennis Kimbro.
#18. Sometimes you find your purpose,
and sometimes your purpose finds you
#19. A relationship th at has not been
tested cannot be trusted.
#20. Passion persuades. The person with
better information will lose to the person
with more passion.
#21. The measure of your life isn’t about
thè circumstances around you. It’s about
what you choose to do with those circum
stances.
#22. You have to talk to yourself the right
way. You have to speak about those things
th at aren’t as though they w ere— until they
are.
#23. W hether you think you can or think
you can’t — you’re right.
#24. The thing you’re most afraid of — do
it first, because you’ll either get the thing
th at you want or you’ll get a great lesson.
#25. Some people are so negative th at if
you put them in a dark room, they’ll sta rt to
develop!
#26. Life does not give you what you
desire or what you deserve, but what you
demand.
#27. Silence can never be misquoted.
#28. Why settle for second best?
#29. You were bom an original — don’t
live like a copy.
Want more of Jonathan? Visit him on the
web at www.jsprinkles.com.
Dr. Rob Gilbert is the author o f How to
Have Fun Without Failing Out: 430 Tips
from a College Professor. Need to get moti
vated??? Call Dr. Gilbert’s daily Success
Hotline at (973) 743-4690 or read his daily
motivational blog at GilbertSuccessHotline.
blogspot.com.
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Christine Tischio and Jennifer Casselli
a ssist Dr. Nick Smith-Sebasto by retrieving
the buckets (left) from the Student Center and
University Hall kitchens.
Three times a week, the buckets, filled
with a range of food “waste” (from whole bagels
to broken eggs shells), are weighed before being
emptied into the composter. Tischio and C asselli
take turns placing the waste buckets on the scale
and calculating the actual weight by subtracting
the bucket's weight from the total weight in
pounds.
The materials enter the composter, where
they are ground by spinning blades. Woodchuck
is added to the pre-compost for consistency.
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As second year competitors, MSU entered the national Recyciemania competition under two different categories: the overall
competition per capita classic and targeted material per capita waste. The targeted material category, where Dr. Nick Smith-Sebasto’s
composter came into play, advocated Sodexho employees to get involved by placing unused food into different buckets from trash.
In the first weeks of the competition, Gotta Be Green used the “dirtbags” above as an effort to distribute information about composted
materials, which, according to the EPA, decrease the need for pesticides and chemical fertilizers.
Although Montclair is at the bottom of the Recyciemania list, so far Dr. Nick Smith-Sebasto has composted 23,000 lbs. in food scraps,
preventing the release of 24,230 lbs. equivalent reductions in C02 emmissions.

In Gotta Be Green’s efforts
to convert MSU into a “green
community,” they hosted
a cam pus clean-up day.
Though attendance w as low

Good For Our Economy

Good For The Environment

American companies rely on
recycling program s to provide
the raw materials they need to
make new products.

Recycling requires far less
energy, uses fewer natural
resources and keeps waste from
piling up in landfills.

due to midterm period, and

Creates Jobs

Saves Energy

only 12 people participated,

Recycling in the US is a $236
billion a year industry.

Recycling offers significant
energy savings over
m anufacturing with virgin
materials. (M anufacturing with
recycled aluminum cans uses 95
percent less energy.)

the university’s biggest
waste issue w as scouted:
cigarette butts.
Naushad Kollikkathara,
a graduate student in the
earth and environmental
studies program, spent most
of his day in the quad.

M ore than 56,000 recycling and
reuse enterprises employ 1.1
million workers nationwide.

Reduces Waste

Preserves Landfill Space

The average American discards
seven and a half pounds of
garbage every day.

No one wants to live next door
to a landfill. Recycling preserves
existing landfill space.

Most of this garbage goes into
to landfills, where it’s compacted
and buried.

In 2000, recycling of solid waste
prevented the release of 32.9

Prevents Global Warming

million m etric tons of carbon
equivalent (the unit of measure
for greenhouse gases) into the air.

Reduces Water Pollution
M aking goods from recycled
materials generates far less water
pollution than m anufacturing
from virgin materials.

Protects Wildlife
Using recycled m aterials reduces
the need to damage forests,
wetlands, rivers and other places
essential to wildlife.

Creates New Demand
Recycling and buying recycled
products creates dem and
for more recycled products,
decreasing waste and helping
our economy._______________
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jacKie zygaaio | me muniucmun
Kenny, Paula and Johnny from MTV's The Real World tell the students of Montclair State all about what actually went on when the cameras went off.

Center ballrooms to meet these Real World
A ssistant N ew s Editor
celebrities. At 8:30 p.m., their dream s came
true, and Paula, Kenny and Johnny became
Did you know: Kenny was offered a reality instead of names w ritten on a white
chance to be in Real World: Austin but board in the lobby.
That was when the camera flashes and
turned it down bècause he had a girlfriend?
Paula didn’t hear from casting until a year applause began. The cast members appeared
after she auditioned, and being on The Real in honor of Spring Week, sponsored by
World helped Penn State alum Johnny’s dad C.L.U.B. They opened the event by asking
each other a few questions about life after
get dates?
These were ju st some of the few details The Real World and how the cast members
th at Kenny Santucci, Paula “Paulie Walnuts” have changed since then. To anyone who
Meronek and John “Johnny Bananas” doesn’t watch Real World, it is a show with
Devenanzio shared with students, as well as seven people, typically outgoing, 18-25-yearall the details of the casting process, what olds who are willing to open up and shake
it was like being on the show, what they’ve off the dust of the skeletons in their closets
been up to since it ended and how it changed in front of the camera.
They described their casting experience
their lives, Sadly, Evan, who was originally
supposed to come along with Kenny and for TheJleal World. Paula didn’t hear from
MTV until a year after she sent in her
Paula, was unable to make it.
Paula and Johnny were both cast mem audition tape. Kenny started filming Fresh
bers of Real World: Key West while Kenny Meat in October 2005 after graduating from
made his debut in Fresh Meat. All three Montclair State th at spring. He was going
were also in The Inferno III and The to be in The Real World: Austin until the
directors had a change of heart and chose
Gauntlet-III.
The largely female audience eagerly Wes instead.
“You don’t know what’s going to happen,”
began lining up in front of the Student

Jackie Zygadlo

R ed H a w k H it e s

Continued From Page 11

courtesy o f Sam antha P hillip s

Left: Mycroft Boyd reigns victorious at mini golf.
Right: Boyd and Kyle Varneke duel on the inflatable
arena.

teleporting from room to room, for she had
volunteered to work both there and for her
organization, HEART. In HEART’S room,
professor Sargese read fortunes w ith IChing coins, and people could make sand
a rt with E arth Day-themed shapes such as
butterflies, ladybugs and caterpillars.
Between the stations was the Pagan
Student Union’s fortune-telling room.
They provided descriptions of dice casting
and rune casting, while also doing tarot
card readings. President Danielle Healey
explained, “We’re about more than ju st for
tune telling, but we thought th at this would
be the most recognizable thing we could
do tonight.” Meanwhile, downstairs in the
Rathskeller, Phi Beta Sigma cleared out the

Boom Boom Room. They hired their own
DJ and made a dance floor out of the pizza
place.
The real party was in the Formed Dining
Room where Spectrums had their annual
Drag Show. Members and non-members
alike dressed up and performed two shows
at 9 p.m. and 11:30 p.m. Snacks and drinks
were provided for the spectators who came
for the show or just poked in to see what was
going on. CSI had a raffle people could enter
to win a Nintendo Wii, and at the end of the
night, they announced the winner was Eric
Strickland.
As people traveled from floor to floor,
the elevator served as a useful reminder
th at the next Red Hawk Nite would be

said Paula in regards to who’s casted for
what character. “You think you come off one
way when you really come off another.”
They also gave their thoughts on being
“famous.” “We’re more well-known, not
famous of celebrities,” said Paula. “We’re
underpaid famous people " Kenny joked.
Clearly, they are still adjusting to the
fame of One of the most popular shows
geared towards 18-25 year olds. The mag
nitude of their fame only recently h it them,
when Kenny, Johnny and Paula, along with
other Real World cast members, attended
the premier of Prom Night last week in L.A .,
when famous cast members such as Brittany

Snow recognized and were excited to meet
them.
Our three cast members also discussed
what it meant for them to be on The Real
World. Paula described her time spent on
The Real World as a learning experience. “I
did Real World because I wanted a change in
life,” she said.
The cast also discussed what it was
like being in front of the camera 24/7 and
divulged a secret th at viewers wouldn’t
know. W hat you see on the show is only 14
percent of the thousands of minutes that
were shot.
Interestingly enough, the cameramen are
not allowed to react to the cast members
when on set. The cast tried getting reactions
out of them, but nothing worked, giving the
impression th at the cameramen must be
remarkably sim ilar to Buckingham Palace
guards.
W hat do Paula, Kenny and Johnny think
about reality television shows after being on
one? “Other reality TV shows are fake,” they
agreed, and they couldn’t understand the
popularity of shows such as A Shot at Love
with Tila TeqiîÈà. “Looking for love on real
ity TV is the first problem,” said Johnny.
Before leaving, Kenny offered advice to
current MSU students. “Put your mind to
something, and don’t give, up, and even if you
fail in the end, at least you say you tried,”
said Kenny, Johnny told students to “main
tain balance” when trying to mahage school
and a social life.
You’d think Paula, Kenny and Johnny
would be tired of being asked the same
questions from fans such as “Is Coral really,,
a bitch?”, “Is the show fake?”, “Did so-and-so
hookup?”
“Sometimes it’s fun to talk-about,” Kenny
said with a smile.

Peace on Earth Day
April 2008
By Diana Santelli
. PU P

T rj

While Gotta Be Green celebrated
Earth Day on April 22, featuring a
compost demonstration and Veggie Car display, another gathering tookplace across from Dickson Hall. Service for Peace unveiled their PeaceMosaic Bench which now surrounds MSU's Peace Tree. "This signi
fies a completion of four weeks joint project with RYS," we learn from
Dawn Haider, SFFs President, and is designed by art majors Aika Watanabe and Dan Leal, who combined the theme of unity between the
heavens and earth on two half-circle benches. Peace quotes contributed
by MSA, Newman Catholic Center, ICC, HSO, LASO and other cul
tural and religious organizations on campus, were planted along the
base of the tree. Amid recent threats and unrest on campus, the hope
was to create a space where students could come and take “time out” to
rejuvenate and refocus themselves in a busy campus environment.
Service for Peace is a Class III organization of SGA that is dedicated
to bringing different cultural, religious
and political groups together for
personal transformation through
service learning
experiences.
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The Super Invasion of New York City
we tried to decide where to go first. We
were assaulted by free give-aways, video
game demonstrations, comic signings and
toy displays from every angle.
The smell of musty comic books, the
Some of the more memorable booths
taste of over-priced coffee and the sound
of nerds screaming and cheering are just
belonged to the big name publishers:
a few of the things th at assaulted people’s
Marvel, DC and TokyoPop. The Marvel and
DC set-ups were similar: both were squaresenses when they walked into the New York
Comic-Con this past weekend at the Jacob
shaped mini-arenas, with opposing tables
Javits Center in
of artists and w rit
M anhattan.
ers who were doing
The building,
signings, such as
"The highlight of waiting on line,
the revered Mr.
a towering pin
though, had to be the first sighting Lee for Marvel and
nacle of tinted
glass on the 10th
the esteemed Gail
Avenue sightline, of the one and only Stan Lee as he Simone for DC.
welcomed
the
Their booths
Saturday conven descended the escalator, flanked by also proudly hung
banners depicting
tion-goers into the
a troop of body guards, for some
warm embrace of
their most notable
an endless parade
characters, such
of nerdery. The
Spider-m an
morning coffee, to the cheers and as
and The Hulk for
convention
day
Marvel, or Batman
delight of all."
didn’t kick off until
and Wonder Woman
10 a.m., so early
for DC. They also
risers, including
myself, lined up in an extended room, wait
gave away free posters and buttons of the
characters for their fans.
ing to be granted admittance.
While waiting, convention workers cos
The TokyoPop booth appealed to the
manga readers in attendance. They set up
tumed as various Star Wars characters
walked the lines for pictures, along with
computers where fans could play games,
they had random prize give-aways, and
workers from several booths within the
many people were in costume to promote
convention pushing merchandise. The high
light of waiting on line, though, had to be
some of their more popular titles (such as
Sgt. Frog and the Gothic and Lolita Bible
the first sighting of the one and only Stan
Lee as he descended the escalator, flanked
Continued on Page 25
by a troop of body guards, for some morning
coffee, to the cheers and delight of all.
Once the throng was allowed inside,
pandemonium washed over many of us as
Jessica Lozak

A ssistant A rts & Entertainm ent Editor
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justina Villanueva & Jessica Lozak | The Montclarion!

From left to right: Convention workers dressed as Storm Troopers paraded the halls as an artist chalked a
promotional poster at his booth. Fans, like Marvel Baby, walked through the stalls of dealers, looking through
racks of comics in the Javits Center in NYC. Spider-man banners hung from the Marvel stall while Tv celeb
rity Seth Green signed autographs at a booth dedicated to his comic Freshmen.
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Montclairfest 2008
will feature art
ists such as Bobby
Valentino. Method
Man, Paulson and
Thursday all pictured
above.

courtesy of Thursday,
Paulson, Bobby Valentino,
Method Man

EliCM P1AYUST:

MONTCLAIRFEST
COUNTDOWN

THIS WEEK'S M O NTCIARIO N EDnORS' HOT RCKS; ^
Ma tth ew m c c u llo u g h , photo Editor
: "Temptation Come M y W ay" - The Showdovyn
¡"Southern Christian metal that doesn't suck ... in fact, it kicks ass!"

JUSTINA VILLANUEVA, Graphics Editor
¡"Ants of the Sky" - Between the Buried and Me
¡"The only metal track to ever include a blues solo and western-music
¡line dance outro."

NATALIE RUSC1ANI, Assistant Copy Editor
¡"Trains" - Porcupine Tree
¡It's my favorite PT song from their album W e Lost the Skyline, live and
¡stripped down for a fresh, organic sound (And I love to hear Steven
¡W ilson sing about being tied up!)"

Justina Villanueva
Graphics Editor

GUENEVERE ZUCKER, Assistant Gopy Editor
j"W ake Up C all" - Maroon 5
¡"It's a good song to sing along to when you're alone, like when you're
¡driving, and the music is fun."

BERNADETTE MARQNIAK, Arts & Bitertainment Editor
I "Four Minutes" - Madonna feat. Justin Timberlake and Timbaland
j"Even though Madonna is turning 50 years old this year, she still has more
¡style and class than any of her daughter-like wannabes combined. Plus,
¡she sings with JT, and you can't get more pimp than that."

Not the average MSU celebrity sighting,
but Geoff Rickly’s (the lead singer of
Thursday) interview visit on Thursday,
April 17 excited most Student Center
dwellers.
Or maybe just Class One Concerts and
l/24th of The Montclarion.
There is, however, something for all of
MSU to get out of last Thursday. Rickly
is probably more excited than the rest of
MSU for Montclairfest, because he will be
on the same stage as Method Man.
“I know a lot of bands feel tough after
playing with a hip-hop act,” says Rickly.
But Thursday doesn’t anticipate th at kind
of after-effect.
Plus, he realizes, “New Jersey is the

best place for us.” As a New Jersey native,
he attended Rutgers-New Brunswick but
never finished his education degree in favor
of his band.
As modest as a rockstar can be, Rickly
thinks it’s “crazy [Thursday] did as well
as [they] did,” when referring to the band’s
prime years.
Now in the process of making their fifth
full-length album, the band has three labels
after them.
When asked what band he anticipates
will make it big, Rickly replied with, “I’m
still waiting for Paulson to take over the
world.”
With only a couple show dates for this
month, Thursday’s M ontclairfest perfor
mance on April 26 will m ark the band’s
first NJ performance since this year’s New
Year’s Eve show at Starland.
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ATTHEBECÜBPSTORE:_________ _______

Timely Release for April Band
Paul Donoughue
Staff Writer

Sun Kil Moon -garnered some welldeserved attention for 2005’s stunning
Tiny Cities, a collection of songs w ritten
by Washington pop band Modest Mouse.
Though a covers record can be a dubious
creature, Sun Kil Moon r— predominately
the solo work of former Red House Painter
and Ohio native, Mark Kozelek — took
the brash angst of the songs and pushed it
down, subdued under layers of reverberat
ing acoustic guitar.
Where Isaac Brock’s voice rambled
hoarsely, Kozelek’s was restrained arid
beautiful. You kind of knew Kozelek would
bring a sense of sincere innocence to the
songs, much like the kind th at flushed over
his last original record, Ghosts o f the Great
Highway.
With April, Sun Kil Moon’s first original
work since Ghosts (2003), Kozelek contin
ues his bare approach to songwriting and
production.
His songs seem like unblemished
nuggets of sound, devoid of tape hiss or
anything identifiably lo-fi, over which he
throws his lyrics of broken relationships
and small town belligerence. His words
have always been the kind th at awkwardly
sock you between the eardrum s — single
phrases th at thru st from left field, leaving
you starkly contemplating the sort of world
Kozelek is trying to paint.

In “Moorestown,” Kozelek aches for a
relationship lost in a life spent travelling,
while in the opener, “Lost Verses,” he sings
of peering like a ghost into the homes of
loved ones.
All of Sun Kil Moon’s records have
subscribed to an identifiable sonic formu
la — lush, predominately acoustic melo
dies, basking in the deep reverberation of
Kozelek’s low brood — like three strangers
nutting out subtle, sparse arrangements in
an old church.
April embraces this idea and, on the
first listen, sounds like any one of Kozelek’s
recent records
essentially, slow, fuzzedout guitar pop songs combined with the
longer, darker songs where he is at his most
starkly truthful.
The album sees Kozelek stretch out his
songs (sometimes as long as eight minutes),
echoing along to the repetitive soft brush of
the drums.
Kozelek’s elegance as a w riter comes"
from his ability to hold back. His voice is
mostly ¿aim and solemn, never slipping
from his control.
This subtlety brings about a mature
honesty th at is sometimes lost when a sing
er’s voice is rasping and grating. Kozelek
isn’t running down fences to explore new
directions, but he seems content with what
he is capable of doing. His honesty comes
through in his wavering voice: a firm, bold
thread that holds together this somber but
gorgeous record. ★ ★ ★

Thinkingabout LawSchool?

courtesy of Sun Kil Moon

Sun Kil Moon frontman MarkKozelek uses subdued acoustic guitar accompanying a
smooth voice to convey his music to fans in the band's new album, April.-
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ATTHECONVENTIONCENTERICOllLl:
Comic-Con
Continued from Page 21

which featured girls dressed in Lolita style).
There was also a flower-covered swing with a
sign th at read, “Sit for pretty pictures.”
Some of the other booths set up belonged
to gaming companies, where attendees could
play demos of new video games and systems
or learn to play new card games, taught by
qualified individuals. One of the promotions
for the game Civilization Revolution (to be
released on June 3 by 2K Games) had an
artist chalking a poster for the game on a
roped-off section of the convention floor over
the course of the weekend.
No one can go to a Convention without
mentioning the dealers’ room — a section
dedicated solely to the buying and selling of
everything comic related. Larger companies
like Midtown Comics sold merchandise at 25
percent off their in-store prices, while smaller
vendors sold Golden, Silver and Bronze Age
comics at varying prices from 50 cents and
$1 by the box to several hundred dollars an
issue. Some dealers even sold one-of-a-kind
pages for as much as $2,500 each.
A rtist Alley was like entering another
world, a world where artists sat a t every table
trying to hawk their work. Some tried to sell
original works, like reality show superhero
Fat Momma, while others sold prints of older
heroes reinvented by up-and-coming artists
like David Hahn.
Throughout the day, television and movie
celebrities made appearances to promote
their latest work. Freshman and Robot
Chicken co-creator Seth Green appeared to
sign autographs for rabid fans while Ron
Pearlman and Selma Blair, stars of the new

Hellboy sequel, made an appearance at the
Dark Horse Comics table.
Along with the movie promotions, a small
screen was set up by the A&E channel to pro
mote their upcoming project, The Andromeda
Strain. The film is a hypothetical story of what
would happen if an alien virus began to kill off
the human race. Workers of the booth dressed
in bio-hazard suits and handed out tiny bottles
of anti-bacterial hand sanitizer to passers-by.
In other portions of the convention hall,
away from the dealers’ room, panels were
being held by employees of the comic industry
to discuss the inner workings of the indus
try, issues entertained by certain series, the
importance of different shows and comic arcs,
and hints at what is to come next from our
favorite heroes. Sprinkled among the pan
els were screenings of different animes and
shows, where attendees could go to relax, cool
off and get away from the crowded rooms.
Of all the ins and outs of the convention,
the most exciting part had to be the actual
convention-goers and the costumes worn by
some of them. An army of Storm Troopers,
a squad of Spartan warriors and a parade
of Batman villains popped up around every
corner. There is nothing more fulfilling than
seeing your favorite superhero standing in line
to buy some of his or her own comics in front of
you.
Comic-Con is not ju st for comic lovers. It is
a fun time for geeks of all kinds, and no m atter
how big of a nerd you think you are, one day at
Comic-Con will make you feel normal.
justina Villanueva & Jessica Lozak | The M ontclarion
Still skeptical? See for yourself next year
Top: Convention attendees browsed the racks of discount comics for sale in the dealers'
on Feb. 6.
stalls. Bottom: a man dressed as Boba Fett accosted bystanders at Comic-Con.
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EGG DONORS NEEDED!!!
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THE IV F O F N O R T H J E R S E Y IS SEEKING EGG
DONORS OF ALL ETHNIC BACKGROUNDS BETWEEN
THE AGES OF 21-32.
A f r ic a n - A m e r ic a n d o n o r s a r e IN D E M A N D !!
AS AN EGG DONOR, YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE
AND MAKE ONE COUPLE RECIEVE A GIFT OF LIFE - A CHILD
THAT THEY DREAMED OF HAVING.
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.T h re e weeks at Rowan this summer can lay the
groundwork for an awesome year. Get a difficult or
required course out of the way so you can concentrate

1035 RT.46 EAST
CLIFTON, NJ 07013

146 RT.17 NORTH
HACKENSACK, NJ 07601

TELEPHONE (973) 470-0303

FAX (973) 916-0488

on your strengths and thingsyou Jove, Register now!
, Visit www.rowan.edu/summer formoreirtformation.

Rowan
Ufdversity-

Call 856-256-5130 or summerschool@rowan.edu
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AT MEMORIA! AUDITORIUM:__________________

Dancers Dazzle Campus With Fancy Footwork
Described by Director of the Undergraduate Theater Program Eric
Diamond as a “‘best of guest artists’ performance,” Danceworks 2008
took place in Memorial Auditorium this past weekend.
The artistic creation of Lori K atterhenry and Nancy Lushington,
Danceworks 2008 featured stunning choreography set to the jazzy music
of David Brubeck as performed by Murray Louis, live music performed
by the Eric Mintel Q uartet and works by M artha Graham and Bill T.
Jones.
The performance was highly acclaimed by many attendees, including
fine arts and photography major Todd Lauther.
“I loved the creativeness with the ballet piece,” he said.
Danceworks ran from April 16 to 20 at Memorial Auditorium.
~ Bernadette Marciniak

Todd Lauther | The M ontclarion

Memorial Auditorium was filled
this weekend with the sight and
sound of Danceworks 2008, the
MSU dance department's second
show of the semester.
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Crossword
ACRO SS
1
2
4
3
7
6
8
Aspersion
5
14
Puccini opera
Debatable
17
18
Crosby’s
partner, often
20
15 Words before
sight and mind
23
24
25
26
16 Farm division
17 Flirtatious
28
29
30
opening
32
33
19 Young adult
20 Ju st out
35
36
37
21 Bdwy. sign
22 Shopping
41
centers
42
23 Money down the
44
45
46
drain
1
49
26 Type of fat
51
28 One of HOMES
50
53
55
29 Nest-egg $
54
31 Click beetle
57
58
32 Solder
component
62
63
33 Invoice stamp
65
34 Misdeed
66
35 Shrew
1
36 Make amends
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38 Pekoe and Earl
All rights reserved.
Grey for two
41 Hawaiian dish
42 Jacob’s twin
7 Arcturus or
So lu tio n s
43 Mineral vein
Rigel
A V 1 s
H
44 Himalayan guide 8 Après-ski drink
47 Function
V A 0 N
1
9 Ship back?
48 Rounds and
10 Mediterranean
a 3 H 3 9 N
clips
cape
À d S
49 Mark under a C 11 Spotted wildcat
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51 Charity recipient 12 End of a threat
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53 Bring up
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54 Ask for a
18 Have a tab
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handout
22 Environs
56 Snoop
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57 Palo
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58 At risk
24 “Voce di donna
3 s 0 d 1 a
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25 Like some
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1
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65 Goofs up
27 Madame of
66 Sassy
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literature
V
67 Hang around
30 Farewell, mon
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33 Folk
44 Tight spot
1 That girl
37 African javelins
45 Doctor
38 Balderdash I
2 Actress Myrna
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3 Overturning
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4 Ebb
40 Very long time
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On Tuesday, the Board of
Trustees held a hearing regard
ing tuition and fees. Despite
an invitation extended to every
Montclair State student for an
event scheduled at a manage
able time on a weekday after
noon, only a handful attended
the hearing.
The hearing was the only
opportunity in the past year for
the students of Montclair State
University to voice their opin
ions and criticisms against the
tuition. This lack of turnout
means one of two things about
the MSU community: students
are either unaware or uninter
ested. Or maybe both.
Tuition in New Jersey colleges
will be going up in the fall, that
much is known. What is uncer
tain is by how much. Of the 50
states in the country, New Jersey
is the only one to decrease fund
ing for higher education. This
means less money is going to
MSU from the state, making
tuition prone to greater increas
es.
Last year, tuition went up just
six percent, the lowest in the
past decade. That year, the state
capped colleges to an eight per
cent increase. That cap does not

exist this year, meaning tuition
and fees could be sky-high. The
shame is th at there are unique
and inexpensive ways to go
to college that are practically
unknown.
Many students are unaware of
the NJ STARS program, which'
can help any high school student
who was within the top 20 per
cent of their graduating class.
The program sends the student
to a community college for two
years with paid tuition.
After those two years, if the
student has m aintained a B
average, they can apply to a
public university. The state will
pay for $2,000 of the tuition per
year. The rest will be paid for
by the school itself. The STARS
program offers a virtually free
college experience. But it is
unknown to most students.
The fact is that many stu
dents do not care how college is
paid for, and it will not m atter to
them until later on. The tuition
is still too low for students to feel
the impact. At this rate, tuition
costs won’t m atter to prospec
tive college students until the
expenses to attend MSU are out
of control.
This idea is proven every year

when elections suffer from a lack
of a turnout from young voters
at the voting booths.
The 18-25 year-old demo
graphic (despite valiant efforts
likft the “Rock the Vote” or “Vote
or Die!” programs) seem to
mostly ignore their civil duty,
especially on non-Presidential
election years. The right to vote
for the nation’s youth must be
exercised to full capacity.
The irony of the m atter is that
the elections most college stu
dents bypass bring into power
the politicians that are not sup
plying money to colleges, leading
to the spike in tuition.
As tuition increases, more
loans will be needed, which will
yield interest just to add to the
cost. The money will pile up over
time and soon enough, students
right out of college will be up to
their necks in debt.
The best scenario for current
students, based upon the effort
shown, is to just resign them
selves to accept the increases
for what they are. This lack of
interest was on full display at
Tuesday’s hearing. If there was
even the slightest bit of concern,
students that were not SGA stu
dent advocates or Montclarion

members would have been
there.
As long as they’re spending
that kind of money, students
should be able to, at least, try
to enjoy their college experience
and get their money’s worth,
instead of simply going to class
es, getting a cheeseburger at
the diner and going home. The
money spent to attend MSU is
being used to fund all that is
around us.
If students want to make a
difference, they need to express
how they feel. Opportunities like
Tuesday’s meeting are going to
waste far too frequently. The
more that it seems like the stu
dents of this campus do not
care, the more that we will be
walked upon. One voice makes
more of a difference than you
may believe.
If students are outraged, they
should not be afraid to raise
their voice and try to shake
some things up. Nothing signifi
cant will truly happen until stu
dents can show that they care.
A real change could possibly be
made with a strong team effort.
Together, we can form a real
voice to represent the entire stu
dent body at Montclair State.

Thum bs up

to Montelairfest coining this weekend.

Thum bs dow n

to surveys that suggest you are going to hell.

Thum bs up

to the new chat feature on Facebook.

Thum bs dow n

to final exams starting soon.
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A Letter to Governor Coizlne
As tuition and fees increase here at Montclair State University with no
foreseable end in sight, The Montclarion has proposed an alternative course
of action: appealing directly to N.J. Governor Jon Corzine, whose budget
proposal for the next fiscal year recommends significant cuts to higher
education. Perhaps students, by signing and mailing the included letter, can sway
the Governor’s thinking and remind him th at higher education, the learning
laboratory from which tomorrow’s leaders and citizens are produced, cannot be
undervalued as a financiad priority.
Office of the Governor
P.O. Box 001
Trenton, N J 08625
April 2008

Dear Governor Corzine,
As students of Montclair State University, we recognize the following circumstances that face
the State of New Jersey and those who have enrolled in its higher education system:
•

After years of overspending and budgetary mismanagement, the state is in the midst of a grave fin a n c ia l
crisis, which can only be resolved by difficult reductions in spending;

•

New Jersey has been ranked near the bottom nationwide in recent years when it comes to providing
funding for higher education, establishing a precedent th at is not reversed easily;

•

College students, who traditionally do not vote in large numbers, do not provide the ideal political capital
from which to defend such sweeping changes.

As tuition consistently rises in colleges and universities across the state, a direct result of
insufficient financial aid to its institutions, we’ve grown concerned that Trenton is neglecting an
important key to future prosperity in New Jersey. Proposed budget cuts call for an overall 10 percent
reduction in operating aid to public colleges and universities in New Jersey for the 2009 fiscal year.
Such a reduction threatens to impede these institutions in their desire to compete w ith other centers
of higher education nationwide.
And when potential students seek education outside the state, New Jersey runs the
significant risk of losing its brightest and most ambitious members permanently, all the while
improving the intellectual pool of other states. It would be unfortunate if the 21st century were
to progress with New Jersey lagging behind the pace of other states in the fields of intellectual
application.
Certainly it is in the best interests of all concerned to avoid this contingency. Therefore, we
implore you, as the figurehead of our state government, to investigate and encourage increased
spending on higher education. We feel that this m atter stands to affect both the short-term and
long-term interests of the state and a voting constituency eager to believe that its representatives are
committed to future economic prosperity.
We look forward to hearing you speak at commencement on May 23. As students, we can hardly 1
think of a more appropriate m essage to endorse than one that speaks of investm ent in New Jersey’s I
future and those who w ill be directly participating in it.
I
i

Sincerely,.

On behalf of the students of Montclair State University
■Hi r i
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Easy Ways To Save Some Green On Textbooks
Explaining W hy High Book Prices Exist and Informing on How to Save Some Money
As returning MSU .students continue to
select classes for the fall, most invariably
complain about the high price of textbooks.
While cam- |
pus
book
stores aeross
the country
have always

“ ... University textbooks are far m ore expensive in the U.S. th a n in
the U.K., mostly due to th eir unique status as the centerpiece of the
class — they are very often required by professors.”

endured

the eternal
enm ity
of
students, the
reality is that
they are a
rather small,
perhaps even
im percep
JO S E P H
tible p art of
the sticker
S U L L IV A N
price.
In
COLUMNIST
fact, the high
price of most
college textbooks is determined by much
larger cultural and economic forces beyond
the long reach of MSU and SGA bureau
crats.
An interesting paper from the Cowles
Foundation a t Yale University shows that
a particular pricing strategy, which we
observe so often at the micro level, is also at
work at the international level. The m arket
for many college textbooks is characterized
by something called third-degree price dis
crimination, in which the same textbooks
are sold at more than one price, when such
prices are not justified by cost differences.
While the presence of third-degree price
discrimination leads to interesting outcomes
best reserved for fancy m ath and graphs,
as a practical m atter, there are numerous
pya m ples of this pricing around every cor
ner.
Some examples with which students are
most fam iliar include discounts at the mov
ies or certain restaurants after flashing a
student ID, card or perhaps the fam iliar ploy
used by bars and nightclubs in which women

receive free drinks and no cover charge on
“Ladies’ Night Out.” Financial aid is a form
of price discrimination (in which different
students effectively pay different tuition)
as are other student discounts,' of which my
discount on Microsoft Office 2007, is yet
another example.
Senior citizens, too, receive special dis
counts, often keeping you waiting at the
checkout line with a pile of expired coupons.
It occurs at an international level when a
pharmaceutical firm sells drugs at a lower
price in developing countries; some indus
tries, like the airline industry, rely heavily
on this and other forms of price discrimina
tion and pricing strategies to stay alive in a
tough market.
There are three requirements necessary
for third-degree price discrimination. First
and foremost, the producer/seller must have
some degree of m arket power in which it can
control output and, therefore, price. While
the campus bookstore fulfills this criterion
to some extent, it is more frequent for the
large publishers you see listed on the cover
of your textbooks.
Another requirement is th at there can
not be resale, otherwise prices would tend to
converge, something known as arbitrage.
While students resell textbooks by post
ing ads all over campus, and savvy dealers
sell the international version on eBay, rela
tively high-priced textbooks persist because
of a third reason. Sellers must be able to
separate buyers into distinct groups based
on different sensitivities to price, known as
elasticity. In the above examples, both young
and old people are generally more sensitive

to price than, say, your middle-aged neigh
bor, and so tend to often receive lower prices
or take the time to clip coupons because the
lower price they pay leads to a significantly
larger incremental increase in their quan
tity demanded, and consequently, more total
revenue for sellers.
For textbooks, however, publishers like
McGraw Hill, Prentice Hall and others do
not need to separate buyers into distinct
groups because cultural forces in different
countries already do. The authors note th at
general audience books, like Harry Potter,
as well as other media like CDs, DVDs and
video games are priced similarly in differ
ent countries (sometimes even in different
languages), but university textbooks are far
more expensive in the U.S. than in the U.K.,
mostly due to their unique status as the cen
terpiece of the class — they are very often
required by professors. British students are
given a syllabus listing books which are rec
ommended, not mandatory, as study guides.
Textbooks in Canada, for example,
are not nearly as inexpensive as sim ilar
British texts, probably because there is far
more resale, as Americans would salivate
over cheap textbooks in Canada ju st as
Canadians would prefer to sell at a higher
price to Americans, and so arbitrage ensures
th at prices tend to equalize.
The authors also attribute some of the
price differentials to time sensitivity, as stu
dents usually buy books at the beginning of
the semester. The so-called agency problem,
in which many students buy textbooks paid
for by parents.
Interestingly enough, the authors believe

th at rather th an American textbooks
decreasing in price, if’price convergence does
occur, the international versions will prob
ably increase. If there ever were a threat
of American versions decreasing in price,
the publishers, which are mainly American
anyway, would most likely differentiate the
texts substantially, and even increase the
popularity of custom versions for different
universities and professors, making resale
extremely difficult.
So
how can the student on a budget pay
less for textbooks? One solution, of course,
is tab u y the international version online at
sites like eBay, half.com and other websites
listed by the authors, such as bublos.com,
cheapesttextbooks.com and fastbookfinder.
com.
Another is to swap texts with friends,
rent books from online sites or borrow some
from the library or your professors (if you
happen to know them well) and “convenient
ly” forget about returning them. If you need
a book whose copyright has expired, check
out Project Guttenberg to get the entire book
online.
If your professors do not follow the text
book very closely, consider buying a used
previous edition, perhaps an international
softcover version, but be sure to consult
them before summer break and before other
students bid up the price in September. I
once paid about $50 on shipping for a cheap
book from Calcutta and still saved far more
than my classmates. Finally, find out if your
departm ent is giving away textbooks that
you can use or sell to th e bookstore, because
they are always receiving complimentary
versions as publishers try to convince them
to adopt a certain book.
Follow these tips, and you, too, can have
more cash in your pocket, and thus, a little
less Top Ramen.

Joseph Sullivan, an economics major, is in his
first year as columnist for The Montclarion.

The Edltor-ln-CM ef’s Montclarion F arew ell
After Four Years and a Lengthy Legacy, the Head of This Newspaper Says Goodbye
It’s a unique feeling as I sit down to write
the first of my final two editorials for The
Montclarion — it was four years ago th at
I began w rit
ing editorials
every week
as opinion
editor,
a
practice that
I’ve m ain
tained regu
larly since.
Back
th en ,
the
office of The
M ontclarion
was
th e
KARL
last place I
w anted to
D E V R IE S
be. Having
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
been pushed
into joining
by several fraternity brothers (whose main
goal was to increase the visibility of Theta
Xi on campus by plugging members into dif
ferent organizations), I objected to the long
Wednesday production nights, the steamy
surroundings of our Student Center office
and the exhaustion .¡t^at greeted me as I
went to the firs t ofB re classes th at I had
sched^ed fcr T hurst^ys during fell 2004:
O f course, becoming opinion editor wasn’t
ihy idea. I h ad w ritten my first column (baSi-

“Looking back, it’s rem arkable to consider w hat a group of
volunteer college students, the g reat m ajority of whom are not
journalism m inors, have accom plished for them selves and for me.

cally a list of campus complaints with no real
direction) and was courted by then-manag
ing editor Cherilyn Sajorda, who goaded me
into becoming a section editor after my first
week with the paper. (She didn’t hesitate to
flatter me, never bothering to reveal that
she was desperate for someone, anyone, to
come along.)
And so I reserved my full dedication at
first, slowly growing to embrace the staff, as
well as the journalistic experience and edu
cation I was receiving as time went on. I also
learned to marvel at the effort th at the staff
put through. Commitment was the norm
—i like how current managing editor Peter
Schaus spent his Wednesday afternoons
last semester interning in M anhattan, then
a r r i v i n g at The Montclarion around 7 p.m.
to copy edit page after page. No m atter how
late production “night” ran, he never hesi
tated to make corrections, even at 8 a.m., if
he felt the issue could be better.
There’s also the level of service and stu
dent advocacy th at staff members provide to

Montclair State University. For example, it
was former opinion editor Brian Gatens who
discovered the 9,100 social security numbers
th at the university accidentally left online
for several months, and his persistence led
to their removal. Or how news editor Shayna
Jacobs, upon questioning Vice President of
Student Development and Campus Life Dr.
Karen Pennington about a lack of heat in
Dickson Hall, magically found the system
working later th at afternoon following her
inquiry.
I also think back to what I’ve learned
from the copy editors who have served at
the paper and who, knowingly or not, have
largely trained me for my career. Take Lacey
Smith who, dealing with my impetuous
19-year-old self, reminded me to cut down
on using clichés in writing. Or the impact
erf Koren Frankfort, who championed the
-formula of “omitting unnecessary words,”
I which still tugs at me when I edit ,copy.
' " And I challenge anyone on this campus
to find even an English professor to match

Douglas McIntyre, whose dedication to and
enthusiasm for the finer points of grammar,
style and language improved my writing
immensely. Looking back, it’s remarkable to
consider what a group of volunteer college
students, the great majority of whom are not
journalism minors, have accomplished for
themselves and for me.
It’s a bittersweet feeling leaving The
Montclarion. In one sense, four years of the
weekly routine has left me a bit jaded, and
I’m ready for different challenges. Many
staff members are hardened veterans, and
while the benefits of experienced hands are
clear, after a while, the freshness of respon
sibility th at we’ve carried for nearly two
years becomes old hat.
But in the end, I suspect I’ll grow to
m is s my days at The Montclarion with each
passing year (and Wednesday). I’ll miss
the train in g 'I’ve received by being able to
freely write for different sections and being
allowed to take chances. I ll miss the pres
sure of Wednesday production nights, and
the Thursday afternoon payoff th at comes
when I pick up the finished copy for the first
time.
And most of all, 111 miss the camaraderie
between the rest of the staff and myself, the
jokes told around the officevthe sense of pur
pose we share and the tru ll th at’ri^stain ed
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THE PRICE IS RIGHT: w ith Dr. Theodore Price
On Other University Presidents and Why This Will Be His Final Article For The Montclarion
This is my last column for The Montclarion.
I have just too many teaching and profession
al priorities to keep up with the necessary
deadlines
and checking-for-accuracies th at
the column
demands.
I want
to th ank the
student edi
tors—Robert
Aitken, Karl
de Vries and,
especially,
n D Tr n
PeterSchaus,
U li* .1 c U .
- li
all former or
PRIfF
present stuFAC U LTY
dents of mine
COLUMNIST .
-w h o k in d ly
---------- — —----------- -— invited me to
write the column. And (in addition) I’d like
to thank Shayna Jacobs and Chantal Gabel,
news editors and also former students of
mine, who have supported my efforts.
I’ve tried to concentrate on vital mat
ters concerning our university, especially
m atters of interest to students and soonto-be-alumni: tuition, financial aid, loans,
budgetary crises,, teaching effectiveness,
waste, possible fraud — all items relevant,
to a monograph I’m writing on auditing
Montclair State, And the more I’ve delved
into such m atters, the more I’ve become
convinced of what was once a lingering sus
picion: th at MSU is in m ortal peril.
As an English professor, I choose my
words with care. “Mortal” means “so severe
as to be thought of as threatening death.”
Because, alas, like hum an beings or even
word processors, colleges and universities
can die.
I write to two opinion, academic-freedom
e-mail lists (where I don’t have checking-forabsolute-accuracy or deadlines to adhere to)
here a t MSU: the CHSS-Open Forum and
•the Discuss lists. Such writing relaxes me,
like driving did before the gas-price upshot.
I’ve been gratified to get responses from
staff, faculty and students to some of my
columns.
If you’d care to read my writing-to-relax
opinions or academic assailings — (a) if
you’re staff or faculty of our Hum anities
College, you’re automatically on the Open
p

Forum list and (b) if you’re staff or faculty
outside of CHSS, you can get on the Discuss
list by doing the following: go to the web
site http://lyris.montclair.edu, and click on
“General MSU” lists. Then go to “General
Discussions (unmoderated).” Click on “dis
cuss,” then on the “Join Discuss” button in
the middle of the page. Above, it will say,
“If you are not si member o f‘Discuss,’ please
choose ‘Fill out the fields provided.’” Do so,
and then press save. Your request will go to
the list admin.
If you’re a student, I’m told th at you can’t
“qualify.” But as I’ve noted in those columns
and as I do here and now: who says? The
Discuss list, more often than not, has lists
of members’ opinion items th at are of great
interest and relevance to students. And, as
my “girlfriend” OPRA tells me, a student
shouldn’t stand for this affront to academic
freedom and freedom of information and
should file a formal complaint for possible
illegal censorship.
In this last column, because of my suspi
cion th at Rutgers and Montclair State are
in mortal peril, I’m going to be critical of
their respective university Presidents. So,
brace yourselves. I’m going to assign to each
a scarlet letter A. But please, please don’t
jump to conclusions. The letter tradition
ally stands for “adulteress,” in the case of a
woman, or “adulterer,” in the case of a man
But not always.
Rutgers’president is Richard McCormick,
and in his case, the scarlet letter A indeed
stands for “adulterer,” because th at’s what
he surely is (or at least was). I’m a Rutgers
Ph.D. alumnus, andlike many RU alumni, I
really wasn’t happy when the Rutgers Board
of Governors hired him, knowing full well of
his adultery, especially when the girlfriend
in question had been one of his subordinate
adm inistrators over whom he had executive
power.
This was at Univ. of Washington, where
Dickie-boy was President w ith almost
$400,000 in salary, not counting benefits,
and the trustees there, having learned of his
extra-m arital doings, asked him to leave.
So McCormick, sadly leaving the girl
friend behind, took his new job (at over
half a million in salary not counting ben
efits), with his wife (lawfully wedded num
ber three) loyally standing alongside him
(she was a professor, too). Soon, alas, she
divorced him, and Old McCormick (he's only

in his mid-50s) got m arried a fourth time, to
some sexy RU adm inistrator, again under
his executive supervision.
But sin, thank the Lord, will out. He was
probably guilt-stricken when he learned th at
Univ. of Washington started paying a new
President over $900,000 a year.
How’s he doing as a university President?
Well, there’s a rumor th at he was caught
DWI, but the cop let him off because of his
status.
To me, as an RU alumnus, this is all
relevant, but more relevant is the fact that
the N.J. State Commission of Investigation,
in its recent Report on N.J. Higher Ed.,
reported blisteringly on Rutgers’ admin
istrative “abuse” of state procedures and
funds, including McCormick’s hiring of a
highly paid lady adm inistrator (married)
— to which my immediate response was, “I
wonder if she’s good-looking.”
Montclair State, with Susan A. Cole at
its Presidential head, came off pretty well
in the report. But not quite. The report
(its brilliant author and investigator was
Alan Rockoff: he gets a Triple-A from me)
reveals th at the “bonded indebtedness” of
N.J. colleges, especially Montclair State,
has “skyrocketed.” I’m really hot sure (right
now) where this “bonded indebtedness” come
in, but I suspect it has to do with all those
new buildings all over the campus, with the
equivalent of mortgages th at MSU perhaps
can’t afford without skyrocketing tuition
and fees as well.
In 1985, colleges like MSU owed nearly
$380 million. By 2005, “the total current
payment obligation was pegged at $1.8 bil
lion.” MSU, says Rockoff, is among four
public state colleges, measured by total debt,
“ranked among the 15 most leveraged in the
nation.” 8
And if I’m not mistaken, our Dewey bond
rating has plummeted.
But readers, th at’s not where the scarlet
letter A for President Cole comes forth. And
please, students, staff, faculty, journalists
and AFT Union Academic Freedom sup
porters, I do hope, as a concerned tenured
faculty member, th at even though (like Pope
Benedict and Frank Lautenberg) I’m an
octogenerian, I may give public unretaliatable vent to my suspicion (especially since
my dear wife of blessed memory, who died at
the agè of.41 from medical malpractice, is an
alumna of our college) th at Cole, President

for the last 10 years at Montclair State, may
be responsible for Montclair State’s mortal
academic peril.
As a right-wing conspiratorial English
departm ent tenured faculty member,
I’m outraged th at we have (virtually) no
required courses for English majors, includ
ing Shakespeare (W illiam, author of
Hamlet, Othello, Macbeth, Lear, Antony
and Cleopatra and diverse other works) and
no exit exams; th at our core curriculum
in General Education is in shambles; that
enrollment in the hum anities has plum
meted; th at a donor has left over a million
dollar grant to hire a vested needed English
professor and it’s been over two years and
we still don’t have one because leftist lib
eral department elites have obfuscated the
hiring process and Cole lets them do it, for
whatever reason; and th at we’re losing our
workaholic, dedicated provost, Dick Lynde,
after more than 38 years, and we haven’t
even hired a new humanities dean yet.
The buck stops with Cole; her scarlet let
ter of responsibility is for “Antioch!”
; That’s the ultra-ultra grand old Left
Liberal university in Ohio th at’s ju st folded,
died, no longerju st in mortal peril—expired.
There are lots and lots of “reasons” for its
death. But right-wing professorial conspira
tors like me proffer a conclusion: QED (quod
erat demonstrandum, th at which was to be
proved): “An example of leftists run amok.”
So far as Antioch having died, there’s no
question. But who’s to blame, and how might.
this affect Montclair State? How does Susan
Cole come into the picture? Please remem
ber: this is only suspicion, surmise on my
part. Ju st my gut feeling. No proof positive.
Surmise!
But here’s what I suspect, if not actually
detect — in past years, when Antioch was
in its leftist liberal glory days, and where
they’d undoubtedly hire a key academic
adm inistrator of their own biased, left lib
eral bent, Susan A. Cole was hired (I do
believe) as an A ssistant Vice Président of
Academic Affairs.
As they say; now you know the rest of the
story.
Envoi, ciao, adieu and farewell.

Dr. Ted Price is a professor in the English
department at Montclair State University.

M ontclarion n c Goodbye Tell the campus what
itinued from Page 3 0
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efforts th at follow in this organization’s long
and proud history.
But soon enough, Bothy, Mike and the
rest of the gang will learn to balance their
emotions, hone their skills and establish the
kind of Montclarion th at they can feel proud
of
Which, looking back, is the emotion th at
runs through me the most: pride. The wisest
decision I’ve ever made was allowing myself,
an aimless MSU sophomore, to be pushed
into joining this weekly college newspaper at
a state university. And the greatest privilege
of my 22 years has been serving it as Editorin-Chief while fostering relationships that
will last a lifetime.
My involvement is not over. I look forward
to the future, the banquets I’ve yet to attend,
the editors I’ve yet to meet and, of course,
the online edition issues I’ve yet to read.
Joining The Montclarion changed my life, j
It is th at thought th at will help sustain me j
through the upcoming years and the chal- \
lenges th at lie ahead.

through so many difficult times. It’s
overwhelming to think about how much I’ve
grown in Room 113 of the Student Center.
As with everything else in life, one chap
ter gives way to another. The graduates
of The Montclarion will continue on their
walks of life, while, a new generation of
Pelicans will take their seats on our prover
bial bridge of the Starship Enterprise. It’s a
routine that’s 80 years in the making, and
they’ll have to contend with the same senses
of doubt, fear, frustration, aggravation and
anguish th at are staples of our member
ship.
The staff will have to dig deep with
in themselves to find the courage to take
stands, to invest the time and research
necessary to act in the best traditions of
m eaningful, im pacting journalism . And
they’ll learn, by trial and error, how best
to represent the student tru st, prepare each
other for the demands of the post-gradua
tion workplace and create an in-office cli- Karl de Vries, an English.major, is in h is second
m ^ J h a t demands, yet produces, their best year as Edhor-in-Chief o f The Montclarion.

for

on.
on@GmaU.com
Sam Gherman | The Montclarion
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Child Care Wanted

Babysitter wanted.
Montclair mom
needs extra pair of
hands. Mainly af
ternoon until early
evening a few nights
a week. About 20
hours. Flexible
schedule. Contact Liz
973-233-1326 or
thebrandts@verizon.
net.

w w w .TheMontclarion.org

montclarionads@gmail.com
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required. TuesdayThursday afternoons,
some evenings. $12
per hour. Phone
Cathy at
201-247-2448.

Housekeeper want
ed. Must have own
transportation. In
Montclair. 2 bed/
2 bath. Great pay.
Weekend job. Call
Active and responsi Matt 917-355-0077.
ble babysitter need
ed for 14-month-old
Clean furnished
A.S.A.P. $10/hour
part-time or full-time basement studio
near MSU. Must have apartment with pri
vate entrance, bath
5+ years of experiroom, parking, close
ance, be a
to
transportation.
non-smoker, and
have great referenc In quiet Glen Ridge
home. Available in
es. E-mail jujuliep
July, $550 per month.
@greenkidsauction.
973-743-1230.
com.
Other
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The Princeton Review offers Classroom Courses and Small Group Tutoring
right at Montclair State University. Convenient schedules, expert instructors,
advanced online resources and guaranteed score improvement*
Classes start soon. Call today for details.

t s a o y s ir c e r w a n x e a

for some weekends
ADVERTISE
and weekday eve
nings. Montclair. 5WITH US!
800-2R eview • PrincetonReview.com
and 9-year-old. Refer
E-mail Kevin at
ences required. $10
per hour. Call Mary
MontclarionAds@gmail.com or call 973-655-5237
Kate Mellow at
973-509-1443.
Test names are the trademarks of their respective owners, who are not affiliated with The Princeton Review. The Princeton Review and
The Princeton Review logo are trademarks of The Princeton Review, Inc., which is not affiliated with Princeton University. *See PrincetonReview.com for details
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Mother's helper
wanted. Mostly Sun%
days 9 a.m.-l p.m.
Occasionally other
times. Montclair.
Girls 5 and 4r boy 2.
Need someone reli
able, responsible,
energetic, fun-lov
ing, own transpor
tation required. Ap
ply 7 p.m.-9 p.m.
Phone 973-783-7894
or e-mail Joanna.
Waugh@verizon.net.
P/T child care with 2
children, ages 8 and
10. Driving/car re
quired. M-F, 1-4 p.m.,
July 14-Aug. 8. Phone
Michele at
973-680-8098.
Part-time child care
with 3 children, ages
8-13. Looking for
creative person with
energy who enjoys
children. Driving/ car
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S u m m er S ession 2 0 0 8
Session I • May 27 - July 3
Session II • July 7 - August 13
12-Week Session • May 27 - August 13

http://summer.newark.rutgers.edu
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